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A b stra ct
A well known problem  when reasoning abou t concurrent system s is th at of s ta te  ex­
plosion. One o f the strategies th a t has been  proposed to  allev iate th is problem  is to 
make use of the sym m etries w hich a concurrent system  m ay exh ib it to  construct a 
sym m etry-reduced m odel th a t reflects the behaviour of the system . T h e  m ain contri­
bu tion  of th is thesis is an investigation into th e theoretica l foundations of the m ethod 
by considering sym m etries in  th e  con text o f category theory. I t  seems natu ral to  do so 
since the m orphism s th a t characterise each category may be thought o f as a  kind o f 
sim ulation of behaviour.
A new category o f language system s is presented, together w ith several sub categories. 
M orphism s in this category are defined to  preserve stru ctu re. T h e  notion of a  sym m etry 
o f a language system  is defined and the quotient stru ctu re o f the language system  is 
given. T h e  im p ortant question o f behaviour preservation betw een th e system  and its 
sym m etry-reduced m odel is generalised to the notion o f m orphism  in the category. 
T h e  conditions required on the m orphism  to ensure th a t it preserves behaviour are 
identified. T h ese  resu lts are extended to  the p ro jection  m orphism  th a t define the 
sym m etry-reduced m odel by constru cting  a split m orphism . Tw o specific behaviours, 
nam ely absence o f deadlock and extensibility , are considered.
T h e  second contribu tion  o f th is thesis is to  estab lish  a categorical relationship  between 
the language system  m odel and elem entary nets. A vector language sem antics for ele­
m entary nets is given. F u nctors betw een these categories are defined and the existence 
o f an ad junction  is proved.
I  would like to  thank  my supervisors, D avid P it t  and M ike Shields, for advising, sup­
p orting  and guiding me in  my research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
T h is  thesis is concerned w ith reasoning abou t the behaviour of com plex concurrent 
system s. As com puter system s becom e increasingly com plex, verifying the behaviour o f 
such system s becom es increasingly difficult. N evertheless as these system s becom e m ore 
widely used it is increasingly im p ortan t to  perform  these verifications. A barrier to  th e 
use o f form al m ethods for verifying behavioural properties is the difficulty o f perform ing 
proofs at a global level for large com plex system s. One o f the ways th at the analysis of 
com plex com puter system s may be sim plified is by exploiting th e ir sym m etry properties. 
T h is  is an established m ethod 'w hich uses group theory  to  ab stract away from  the details 
o f a  large com plex system  to ob ta in  a sm aller and sim pler one. T h is  sm aller system , 
called the quotient system , is constru cted  in such a  way th a t it reflects the behavioural 
properties of the large system  and so m ay be used to  check its correctness. T h is  thesis 
aim s to  investigate th e general conditions under w hich a  quotient or sym m etry-reduced 
m odel em bodies th e behaviour o f th e original model.
C oncurrency is the sim ultaneous progression of two or m ore processes/program s w hich 
can in teract w ith one another. E xam p les o f concurrent system s include com puter n et­
works and flight-contro.1 system s. E ach  com ponent (i.e. program /p rocess) in a concur­
rent system  is continuously in teractin g  w ith its environm ent. T h e  environm ent o f one 
com ponent being m ade up of the other com ponents in the system .
It  is the reactive natu re o f concurrent system s th a t differentiates them  from trad itio n al 
sequential program s. S ince such trad itio n al program s term inate, they  can be m odelled
1
2as m appings from  inputs to  outputs. Such a program  can then  be verified, w hich is to 
say th at the form al description of the program  m eets th e properties expected  o f th a t 
program , by checking th a t th e output expected  following a certa in  input does indeed 
result. T h is in p u t/o u tp u t m ethod o f checking can only be used for concurrent program s 
th a t represent a ‘parallelised ’ version o f a  sequential program , bu t cannot be used for 
reactive nonterm inating concurrent system s.
T h e re  are two m ethods o f verifying a  fin ite s ta te  (nonterm inating) concurrent system  
- s ta te  space exploration  and theorem  proving. T h e  exp lo itation  o f sym m etries to  
sim plify the analysis o f concurrent system s, as presented in  th is thesis, is applicable to 
b o th  m ethods. S ta te  space m ethods exam ine each o f the possible states a system  may 
reach, startin g  from  a  given in itia l s ta te , by executing, all enabled- transitions in each 
sta te . T h is  involves the con stru ction  o f a  stru ctu re  (th e ‘sta te  sp ace’) representing all 
the possible states of the system , w hich is norm ally  done autom atically . M odel checking 
is an  au tom atic s ta te  space exploration  technique w hich can verify tem poral properties 
of a fin ite sta te  system . I f  the system  does not satisfy  a property th e m odel checking 
too l gives a counter-exam ple.
T h e  property  o f exploring all possible sta tes a system  can reach differentiates s ta te  
space exploration techniques from  m ore trad ition al softw are engineering techniques for 
finding errors such as sim ulation  and testing . A lthough sim ulation and testing  are 
useful they may not expose an error o f a concurrent system  because they only explore 
p art o f the possible behaviours o f a  system .
A n alternative to s ta te  space exploration  for verifying a system  is theorem  proving, 
w hich uses axiom s and inference rules to  verify a system , either m anually or using 
a  theorem  proving tool. However, even the theorem  proving tools require the user to 
define invariants o f the system  (these are properties w hich hold at every reachable sta te) 
w hereas th e construction  o f a s ta te  space can be fully au tom atic. As the em phasis of 
theorem  proving m ethods is to estab lish  the correctness (or otherw ise) o f a system , 
they are not as good as s ta te  space m ethods a t determ ining th e natu re and location  of 
errors in an incorrect system . Also, th e construction  of a p artia l s ta te  space m ay be 
sufficient to identify an error.
3C learly  then sta te  space verification  m ethods have many advantages. U nfortunately, 
they have one m ajor p ractica l disadvantage - th e s ta te  explosion problem . A n appreci­
ation  of the extent of the s ta te  explosion can be found in [17], where em pirical results 
are presented th a t can be applied to m odels w ith in excess o f 102° states. Even for 
a sim ple concurrent system , the num ber o f sta tes  in the s ta te  space can be huge, for 
exam ple the classic dining philosphers system  w ith  n  4 -sta te  philosophers has 3n — 1 
sta tes [32]. T h is  problem  is caused, in p art, by th e m odelling o f concurrency by in­
terleaving. It  is necessary to  explore o f all possible interleavings of concurrent events 
to verify the system . S ince th e  execu tion  o f n  concurrent events entails n! interleav­
ings, it is clear why the verification  o f concurrent system s entails the exam ination  of 
such a  huge num ber of sta tes. Consequently, generating all th e  possible states is not 
possible for m ost concurrent system s. B u t the advantages of s ta te  space m ethods have 
prom pted researchers to  investigate m ethods w hich reduce th e  num ber o f sta tes to be 
constructed , one o f which m akes use o f th e sym m etries in the system  to be verified.
A concurrent system  th a t is com posed o f com ponents th a t are • essentially ind istin­
guishable and interchangeable exh ib its considerable sym m etry. T h e  extent to which 
com ponents are ind istingu ishable and can b e  interchanged depends on the specifics of 
the system  and th e level o f ab stractio n  at which it is m odelled. A sim ple exam ple 
o f sym m etry is the m utual exclusion  problem  for two processes, A  and B . T h e  sta te  
where A  is in the cr itica l section  and B  w aiting is equivalent to the sta te  where B  is 
in th e critica l section  and A  is w aiting. For a cache coherence protocol th at considers 
all processors to be identical, the sta tes  resulting  from  perm uting the processors are 
equivalent. So to verify the m odel it is sufficient to check ju s t  one of these sym m et­
ric (or equivalent) states, allow ing for the generation o f a reduced sta te  space. T h is 
sym m etry-reduced or quotient s ta te  space is constructed  in such a way th a t it has the 
sam e behavioural properties as the full s ta te  space.
Form al m odels for concurrent system s m ay b e either a system  level m odel or a behaviour 
level model. System  m odels such as P e tr i nets [22] and tran sition  system s give an 
explicit representation of th e sta tes the system  may be in. Behaviour models such 
as M azurkiew icz traces [18], C S P  [12] and vector languages [27] focus on w hat an 
outside observer sees, representing the behaviour o f the system  in  term s o f sequences
4of occurrences together w ith  ex tra  stru ctu re  (for exam ple refusal sets in  C SP ) to cope 
w ith  non-determ inism . T h e  m odel which is used in  chapter 3, called a language system , 
is a behaviour level model. A fundam ental class o f P etri nets, called elem entary nets, 
is featured in chapter 6.
T h is thesis presents sym m etries in th e context o f category theory. C ategory theory is 
a  generalised m athem atica l theory  of stru ctu res which, by ab stractin g  away from  the 
details o f the stru ctu re, reveals relationships betw een them .
A category is a collection o f o b je c ts  together w ith a related  set o f m orphism s which 
typically  are structu re-preserving m aps betw een o b jects . In  th is thesis, the o b jects  of 
the category will be a m odel o f concurrency. M orphism s dem onstrate how each o b ject 
relates to the others in th e sam e category, i.e. how different system s represented by 
the sam e type of m odel are related . T h is  could be a (full) system  and its sym m etry 
reduction (or quotient) if  th e fu n ction (s) w hich define the sym m etry  reduction are in 
the category. Hence m orphism s can  be thought o f as a kind o f sim ulation o f behaviour 
m aking the categorical approach an approp riate choice for studying the foundations of 
the sym m etry m ethod. S ince it is th e m orphism s which characterise the category it is 
possible to have m ore th an  one category  of a given model, as will be dem onstrated in 
section  3.2.
T h e  categorical approach also allows for th e form al relationships betw een m odels to  be 
established and for the tran sla tio n  o f results betw een them . A functor is a m ap betw een 
categories. I f  a such a  m ap can be defined in b o th  directions betw een two categories 
then  it may b e  possible to  define an ad ju nction  which is an im p ortant categorical tool. 
A n ad ju nction  preserves lim its and colim its. An exam ple o f a lim it is the categorical 
product betw een two o b jects  in a category. T h is  product can correspond to the parallel 
com position of the system s th a t th e  o b jec ts  represent. A n exam ple o f a colim it is the 
co-product o f two o b jects  in a category  w hich often corresponds to  a non-determ inistic 
choice betw een the system s the o b je c ts  represent.
T h e  language system  m odel used in this thesis is a sim ple algebraic m odel th a t rep­
resents behaviour using the vector languages introduced by Shields [27] [28] [29]. T h e  
quotient stru ctu re of a language system  is defined and several new categories o f lan­
5guage system s are presented and those w hich contain  th a t functions which define the 
quotient are identified. T h e  im p ortan t question o f which m orphism s preserve behaviour 
is studied. T h e  relationship  betw een elem entary  nets (a  class o f low level nets) and the 
language system  m odel will is estab lished  by proving the existence o f an ad junction  
between the two m odels.
T h e stru ctu re o f th is rep ort is as follows.
C hap ter 2 describes the s ta te  explosion problem  th a t lim its the usefulness of s ta te  
exploration techniques. T h e  basic principles o f group theory needed to exploit the 
sym m etries of a concurrent system  and hence alleviate the s ta te  explosion problem  are 
presented. A review o f how sym m etries have been exploited, particu larly  in the area of 
m odel checking, is also given.
C hap ter 3 sets up the m achinery needed for investigating the th eoretical foundations of 
the sym m etry m ethod, w hich is th e m ain contribu tion  of this thesis. A n introduction  to 
category theory is given and the language system  m odel is defined. A new category of 
language system s together w ith  several wide subcategories are presented. A sym m etry 
of a  language system  is defined and the quotient stru ctu re o f the m odel is given. W hich  
of the language system  categories con tain  th e functions th a t define the quotient is 
determ ined.
T h e  question o f preservation o f behaviour betw een two language system s in the sam e 
category is addressed in chap ter 4. T h e  circum stances under which a m orphism  between 
two language system s preserves behaviour is determ ined. T h e  construction  of a  split 
m orphism  is used to  extend  th e  results to the p ro jection  m orphism s th a t define the 
quotient system .
Having identified th e  circum stances under w hich behaviour is preserved, we then  inves­
tigate whether specific properties are preserved. Tw o properties of a language system , 
nam ely absence o f deadlock and exten silib ity  are defined in chapter 5. For each o f these 
properties we identify the conditions required under which a  language system  has th at 
property if  and only if  its quotient has th a t property.
C hap ter 6 presents the second con tribu tion  of this thesis: establish ing the categorical 
relationship betw een language system s and elem entary nets. A vector language sem an-
6tics for elem entary nets is given. T h e  existen ce o f an ad ju nction  betw een the categories 
representing these different m odels o f concurrency is proved.
Concluding rem arks and ideas for fu ture research are given in the final chapter.
Chapt er 2
Symmetry Reductions
T h is  chapter is a review of the use o f groups o f sym m etries in the verification of con­
current system s by exhau stive s ta te  space exploration. T h e  s ta te  space o f a concurrent 
system  can b e  very large and th is problem  o f s ta te  explosion com plicates verification 
techniques such as m odel checking th a t search the entire s ta te  space. T h e  sym m etries 
o f a concurrent system  can be exploited  to  reduce the size of. the sta te  space to  be 
searched. We describe how m odel checking w ith sym m etry is perform ed. T h e  chapter 
begins by giving the princip les o f  group theory  th a t form  the th eoretica l basis for using 
sym m etry-reduced s ta te  spaces in  m odel checking.
2 . 1  G r o u p s  a n d  S y m m e t r y
T h is  section presents a very b rie f in trod u ction  to some basic principles o f group theory, 
concentrating  on those asp ects th a t will be used in this thesis. For a  fuller in trod u ction  
to group theory see [14]. I t  w ill b e  shown th a t the structure-preserving sym m etries of an 
o b ject form  a group, called a p erm u tation  group. T h a t it can further be shown (using 
C ayley ’s theorem ) th a t all fin ite groups are isom orphic (i.e. stru ctu ra lly  identical) to  
such a perm utation  group gives rise to  the idea th at group theory  can be considered as 
the study of sym m etry.
7
2.2. State Spaces 8
Definition 2.1.1 A group is a set G on which a binary operation * is defined such 
that
1. G is closed under *, i.e. to each ordered pair (a, b) £ G, * assigns an element 
that is again in G
2. * is associative
3. there exists an identity, i.e. an element e £ G such that
e * x  =  x * e  =  x  all x  £  G
4. for each a £ G, there is an inverse, i.e. an element a' € G such that
a* a '= a %a = e
A  perm utation  of a  set A  is a one-to-one function  of A  onto A . A set o f perm utations 
closed under function com position  m eets the definition above and hence form s a group, 
as will now b e dem onstrated. T h e  com position o f perm utations is closed, function  
com position is associative, the identity  perm u tation  l such th a t i(a) — a acts as the 
identity  and the inverse o f any p erm u tation  a  is sim ply cr-1  w hich exists and is unique 
as a  consequence o f th e definition of a perm utation. A n exam ple is the sym m etric 
group Sn on n  o b jects  w hich -is th e set o f all n! rearrangem ents o f the n  o b jects .
For a  perm utation  group G  on a set X , the o rb it o f x  £  X  is defined to b e  the set 
{cr(ar)|<j £  & }. T h is  is an  exam ple o f a group acting  on a set. T h e  relation  on X  
defined by x\ ~  x 2 if  and only if  x\ =  cr(x2) (some cr £  G) is an  equivalence relation . 
A n equivalence relation  has the prop erty  th a t it p artitions the set on which it is defined 
into cells which are d isjo int and exhaustive subsets o f th at set. Under th is equivalence 
re lation  two elem ents o f X  are re lated  if  they are in the sam e orb it. Hence th e orb its 
p artitio n  X .
2 .2  S t a t e  S p a c e s
T h e  first step in verifying a system  is specifying the properties th a t th e system  should 
satisfy, e.g. absence o f deadlock. In  m odel checking this specification  is sta ted  using
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a tem poral logic. T h e  next step  is to  con stru ct a form al m odel of- the system . T h is 
m odel must cap tu re the im portant features o f the system . Tw o such features are sta tes 
and transitions. A s ta te  is an instantaneou s descrip tion of the system  th at includes all 
relevant inform ation such as the values o f variables. A change in the system  resulting 
from  the execution o f an action  results in a new sta te . T h is  new sta te  and its preceding 
s ta te  form  a  pair th at defines a tran sitio n  o f the system .
F igure 2.1 shows the sta te  space o f a system  th a t consists of two processes, one of 
w hich executes the sequence o f actions a\ a 2 and the other executes the sequence of 
actions b\ b2. T h e  num bers 0 to  8 represent th e  sta tes of the system , the in itia l s ta te  
is labelled  w ith 0. T h e  arrows represent s ta te  changes, i.e. transitions. For exam ple, 
from  th e in itia l s ta te  0 th e execu tion  o f actio n  b\ results in the system  being in s ta te  2. 
T h is  system  can be used to illu stra te  the s ta te  explosion problem . W ith  two processes 
executing two actions the num ber o f sta tes  is nine. I f  a th ird  process was introduced 
th a t also perform ed a sequence o f two action s then  in the worst case the s ta te  space 
would have 33 =  27 states. T h e  addition o f a fourth  sim ilar process could result in a 
s ta te  space w ith 34 =  81 states.
0-2 1 2
■ /  \  /  V
3 4 5
\ / \ /
6 7
\
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F igure 2.1: T h e  sta te  space of a concurrent system  w ith two processes each executing  
a  sequence of two actions
T hese ideas o f s ta te  and tran sitio n  can be form alised as a K ripke stru ctu re w hich is 
the m odel used in m odel checking. G iven a  first order logic descrip tion of a concurrent 
system , it is possible to  ex tra ct the K ripke stru ctu re  th a t m odels th e system  using tech­
niques detailed in  [5]. A K ripke stru ctu re  com prises a set of states, a set of transitions 
betw een sta tes and a  function  th a t labels each sta te  w ith the set of atom ic propositions
2.2. State Spaces 10
th a t are true in th a t s ta te .
D e f in i t io n  2 .2 .1  A Kripke structure M  over a set o f atomic propositions A P  is a 
triple M  — (S, R , L) where
S is a finite set o f  states 
R  C S  x  S is the set o f  transitions 
L : S  —> 2 ^ +  is the labelling function
A p ath  in a  K ripke stru ctu re  M  from  a  s ta te  s is an infinite sequence o f states
7T =  S0 S 1 S2 . . .  such th a t so =  s and (s7, s 7+i)  £  R  for all i >  0. A p ath  m odels a
com p utation  of the system .
Snch  a system  can be represented p ictoria lly  as a s ta te  tran sition  graph w hich is a 
d irected graph w ith a  node for each s ta te  th e system  can reach and an arc for each 
possible s ta te  change.
T h e  definition o f a  K ripke stru ctu re  can  be m odified if  it is necessary to  distinguish 
betw een transitions, for exam ple if  p a rtia l order reduction is used. T h e  tran sitio n  
relation  R  is replaced by a  set o f tran sition  relations T  such th a t for each a  £  T , 
a e S x  S.
A K ripke stru ctu re m odel o f a s ta te  space has sem antic transitions. Som e sta te  
space models require stru ctu ra l tran sition s in addition. S tru ctu ra l transitions represent 
changes to the underlying system  and sem antic transitions w hich represent changes in 
th e sta te  o f the system  re late  to the behaviour of the system . T h ese  term s can be 
represented using a P e tr i net.
A P etr i net [22] has a set o f places P  (represented graphically  represented by circles) and 
a set o f transitions T  (represented by rectangles) w ith directed edges betw een them . 
E ach  tran sition  is connected to  its associated  set o f input places by a directed edge 
from  place to tran sition . Sim ilarly , each tran sition  is connected to its associated  set 
o f output places by a directed  edge from  tran sition  to place. For the P e tr i net m odel, 
sta tes o f the system  are represented by an a llocation  of tokens (drawn as V )  at places. 
Such an allocation  is called a  m arking and is usually denoted M . A transition  can only
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occur (or fire) if each of its input places has a t least one token. W hen the transition  
occurs, one token is removed from  each o f the input places and one token is deposited 
at each o f its output places. For a  P etri net, s tru ctu ra l transitions are the transitions 
T  o f the actu al net and the sem antic tran sition s are the transitions from  one m arking 
to  the next (denoted in the sta te  space representing all possible m arkings of
the underlying net.
2 .3  S y m m e t r y  R e d u c e d  S t a t e  S p a c e s
A full survey o f m ethods w hich allev iate the s ta te  explosion problem  is given by V alm ari 
in  [32], o f w hich only sym m etry  redu ction  will be considered in th is thesis. T h e  idea 
o f using sym m etries to reduce the sta te  space has been  used since the early  1980’s, see 
[13] for an early ap p lication  o f th e  m ethod  to  P e tr i nets.
A p erm utation  is a sym m etry  o f a K ripke stru ctu re M  if  it preserves the tran sition  
relation  R. Such a p erm u tation  would also preserve the stru ctu re o f th e s ta te  space 
and hence also preserve th e behaviour o f the underlying m odel. T h e  sym m etries form  
a group and the action  o f th is group p artition s the (full) set of sta tes into sets of 
sym m etric states. I t  is th en  only necessary to exam ine the future behaviour o f one 
from  each of the sets o f sy m m etric sta tes, thus greatly  reducing the num ber o f states 
to be exam ined when m odel checking. In  effect, sym m etric sta tes are collapsed to  a 
single sta te  for the purpose o f checking th e m odel. T hese ideas will now b e presented 
more formally.
A p erm utation  o  on the sta te  space S  o f a  K ripke stru ctu re M  is a sym m etry o f the 
structu re M  i f  a  satisfies the following condition
V si 6  5 , V s2 €  S, ((si, s2) 6  R  ==>• (trfy i), ^ ( s 2)) 6  R)
P erm u tations which preserve th e stru ctu re  of the s ta te  space are called autom orphism s. 
Since they are also perm u tations, a  set o f autom orphism s (providing it satisfies defini­
tion 2 .1 .1) forms a group, w hich w ill be denoted G. T h e  action  of G on a  sta te  s G S  
gives the set 9(s) — {t| 3cr £  G : cr(s) — £ }, which is the o rb it o f s. Tw o states are
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in the same orbit if  s =  <r(s/) for som e cr G G. A relation  on S  defined to be s ~  s' if  
and only if  s =  cr(s; ) (som e cr G G ) is an equivalence relation. Hence the orbits form  a 
partition  of S. T h e  properties o f the autom orphism s in G  m ean th a t states in th e sam e 
orbit have equivalent fu ture behaviour. So for the purposes o f m odel checking we can 
store ju s t one s ta te  from  each reachable orb it when constru cting  the sta te  space, rath er 
than  exam ining th e fu ture behaviour o f all s ta tes in the orb it. T h e  s ta te  stored is called 
the representative s ta te  and is denoted r e p (# (s ) ) . Hence each node in the sym m etry 
reduced or quotient s ta te  space represents an  equivalence class o f states. W e now give 
the definition o f the quotient stru ctu re  as presented in [5].
D e f in i t io n  2 .3 .1  For a Kripke structure M  — (S ,R ,L ) and group o f automorphisms 
G acting on the state space S, the quotient structure is M q  =  {Sg >Rg N g ) where
Sg — {# (s )| s  G 5 }  is the set o f states
R g — { ( # ( s i ) , # ( s 2 ) ) | ( s i ,s2) €  R } is the transition relation
L q is the labelling function given by L q (0 (s)) =  L (rep (9 (s )))
To illu strate these ideas we present th e exam ple o f a  s ta te  tran sitio n  graph and its 
quotient given in [8] as a so lu tion  to  th e m utual exclusion problem . T h e  system  has n 
processes each of w hich has a  n o n critica l section  corresponding to  the location  Ni and 
a critica l section corresponding to  location  Ci. E ach  process moves betw een its two 
sections su b ject to th e m u tu al exclusion property  which requires th a t no two processes 
are ever in their cr itica l section  sim ultaneously. T h e  s ta te  tran sitio n  graph for an n  
process m utual exclusion problem  is given in figure 2.2. It  has n  +  1 states.
T h e  autom orphism  group G  for th is exam ple is the sym m etric group Sn . Q uotienting 
by G  and taking the sta tes  (IVi, N 2, . . . ,  N n) and (Ci, Afy . . . ,  N n) as the representative 
states, the quotient m odel shown in figure 2.3 is obtained. I t  is possible to m odel check 
over this two sta te  m odel, w hich is sm aller th an  the original m odel which had n  +  1 
states.
T h e  quotient sta te  space m ay b e  com puted w ithout the need to construct the full s ta te  
space, since this was the m otivation  for exploiting  sym m etry. T h e  quotient s ta te  space
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Figure 2.2: T h e  sta te  tran sitio n  graph for the two sta te  n  process m utual exclusion [8]
Figure 2.3: T he quotient for the two state n  process m utual exclusion problem  [8]
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can be constructed  algorithm ically  using an exp licit s ta te  representation  or sym bolically 
using a B D D  (binary decision d iag ram ).
O n-the-fly algorithm s con stru ct only as m uch o f sta te  space as is required to  established 
w hether the property of in terest holds, i.e. they  may cease before the entire sta te  space 
has been constructed . A n on-the-fly  algorithm  which constructs, th e sym m etry reduced 
or quotient sta te  space from  a  set o f in itia l s ta tes is given in [15]. I f  s has been stored 
and ( s ,s ')  G R  then  an edge is stored  th a t sta rts  from  s and ends in the s ta te  s r , 
where sr is the representative s ta te  from  th e orbit containing s'. A lthough tim e is 
saved by only storing the unique representative sr , it is still necessary to  exam ine each 
of the sta tes th at succeed s. T h e  unique representative for each o rb it is determ ined 
by the canonicalisation  function  £ . U nfortunately , finding this (  function is as least 
as hard as the G raph Isom orphism  problem , as [15] proves. T h e  G raph Isom orphism  
problem  determ ines w hether two graphs are isom orphic, which is to say th a t they 
contain  the sam e num ber o f vertices connected  in the sam e way. A lthough the g ra p h . 
isom orphism  problem  has not been  proved to be N P-hard  [3] it is thought to  be an 
N P-hard  problem . To overcom e the difficulty o f finding (f, it  is suggested in [15] th a t a 
less stric tly  defined function  m ay be used. I t  is shown th a t a n y  function (  th a t m aps 
a  sta te  to  an equivalent s ta te  (not necessarily  the unique representative s ta te  of the 
equivalence class) can be used' in  th e  algorithm . Using th is definition o f th e algorithm  
will check each equivalence class at least once, which is clearly  sufficient to check the 
model.
Sym bolic m odel checking th a t m akes use o f sym m etries is discussed in [4],[6] and [3]. 
T h e  difficulty w ith sym bolic m odel checking, i.e. when the tran sition  re lation  is rep­
resented by a B D D , is th a t th e o rb it re lation  has to be calcu lated . T h e  orb it relation  
determ ines w hether two sta tes, say si  and s 2, are in the sam e orb it, i.e. if  there exists 
a perm utation  cr such th a t <r(si) =  s 2 . T h is  inform ation is needed to  determ ine the 
transition  relation  in th e quotient stru ctu re  and hence the B D D  of the quotient. T h e  
orb it relation  is used to  derive th e  representative function £ which m aps each s ta te  
to a unique representative. However, th e  orb it relation  presents the sam e problem  as 
the canonicalisation  fu nction  - determ ining it is as hard as th e G raph Isom orphism  
problem . Also in  com m on w ith the canonicalisation  function, a  solution is offered in [4]
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and [3] which uses m ultiple representatives. In stead  of a  unique choice from  each orbit 
we now have several, thus avoiding th e problem  of constructing  the orbit relation . As 
the steps in th is m odel checking procedure always m aintain  only subsets o f each orbit 
su b stan tia l savings are made.
T h e  sym m etry reduced s ta te  space o f a  P e tr i net contains one m arking from  each 
equivalence class of m arkings, the equivalence relation  on th e m arkings having been 
determ ined by the sym m etries o f th e underlying net. A sym m etry reduced s ta te  space 
for a  class o f high level nets called coloured P etr i nets is given by Jen sen  in [16].
Sym m etry  reduction m ethods can also b e  com bined w ith p artia l order redu ction  tech­
niques, [7]. P a rtia l order based m ethods exploit the independence o f actions. It  is 
because the two m ethods exploit different feature of the system s th a t allows them  to 
be used sim ultaneously. Sequences o f action s are defined to be equivalent if  they are the 
sam e up to the reordering o f independent actions occurring occurring in the sequences. 
O nly a  subset o f each class o f equivalent action s is considered.
2 .4  D e t e c t i o n  o f  S y m m e t r i e s
In  order to m ake use o f the sym m etry  redu ction  techniques described, the (behaviour- 
preserving) sym m etries of the system  have to be detected. Clearly, th is needs to be 
done w ithout constru cting  the entire s ta te  space since th is is the very th ing  we are 
trying to  avoid doing.
As an a lternative to th e user describing the sym m etries of the system , there are au to­
m atic m ethods o f detecting  sym m etries.
Ip and D ill [15] present an au tom atic m ethod  of detecting sym m etries by insp ecting  
the system  description. In stead  o f th e user identifying sym m etries, th is is done au to­
m atically  by including in the d escrip tion  language a new d ata  type called scalarsets. A 
scalarset is a fin ite set and is usually used in place o f a subrange, so th a t a  scalarset of 
size n  represents a subrange from  0 to  n  — 1. I f  the description o f the system  has identi­
cal elem ents th a t can be perm uted w ithou t changing any verification p roperties th is can
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be identified by converting a subrange to  a  scalarset. T h e  presence o f a  scalarset indi­
cates th a t elem ents o f the subrange can  be perm uted w ithout affecting the verification 
properties.
R estric tio n s on the use o f scalarsets preclude sym m etry-breaking constru cts. H ence a 
scalarset is a fully sym m etric type, i.e. s ta tes are guaranteed to have the sam e future 
behaviours, up to p erm utation  of the elem ents o f the scalarset. T herefore the presence 
o f a scalarset indicates th a t certa in  sym m etries hold on the s ta te  space. I t  is proved th a t 
sca larsets induce an autom orphism  on the s ta te  space. Indeed every perm u tation  o f a 
sca larset is an autom orphism  on the s ta te  space, since scalarsets are fully sym m etric. 
So for a scalarset o f size n , the group used to o b ta in  the quotient stru ctu re  w ill b e  the 
sym m etry  group Sn, giving savings approaching a factor of n\.
T h e re  are algorithm s th a t com pute sym m etries autom atically . In  [25], Schm idt presents 
an algorithm  th a t com putes the sym m etries o f a  given p la ce /tra n sit ion net. T h ese 
sym m etries are all b ijectio n s from  places and tran sition s to places and tran sition s th a t 
resp ect places, tran sition s and arcs. In  [33], V arpaaniem i points out th a t in p ractice  it 
is o ften  sufficient to  know ju s t  the p lace sym m etries (i.e. the b ijection s on the set o f 
places th a t correspond to  sym m etries) and presents an algorithm , sim ilar to Sch m id t’s, 
bu t w hich com putes ju s t  th e place sym m etries. Schm id t extends his algorithm  in  [26] 
to cover other types o f nets, including stoch astic  nets. A lgorithm s such as these form  
the basis of the s ta te  space generation  too ls for nets, exam ples of which are P R O D  [34] 
and IN  A [23].
2 .5  P r e s e r v e d  P r o p e r t i e s
O nly certa in  types .of verification questions can  b e  answered using a sym m etry-reduced 
s ta te  space - those concerning properties w hich if  true in the reduced s ta te  space are 
true in the full s ta te  space. T h e  existen ce of a b i-d irectional correspondence betw een 
paths in the full s ta te  space and p ath s in the reduced s ta te  space is used to determ ine 
those properties w hich are true in b o th . A s ta te  s' is said to be reachable from  the 
s ta te  s if  and only if  it occurs in  a  p a th  sta rtin g  at s. T h is  C orrespondence T heorem  
([4], [3], [8], [10], [15]) s ta tes th at for every p ath  startin g  from  sq is M  there ex ists a
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corresponding path  in th e quotient Mq startin g  from  0(so), and for every p ath  startin g  
from 0(so) in Mg there is a corresponding p ath  sta rtin g  from  so in M  (where G is 
a subgroup of M). Tw o paths s o S i . . .  in M  and 9(to)9(t\). . .  in Mg are are said to 
correspond if  and only if  s* 6  9(ti) for all i. T h is  theorem  tells us th a t s ta te  s is 
reachable in the full s ta te  space if  and only if  9(s) is reachable in the reduced s ta te  
space, so if  any sta te  in  the orb it o f s can  be reached, then  s can be reached.
In  [4] and [3], C larke et al use the C orrespondence T heorem  to prove th at a property  
expressed in a tem poral logic such as C T L *  is true in th e full stru ctu re M  if  and only if  it 
is true in the quotient M g , provided th a t the group G com prises autom orphism s w hich 
preserve b o th  the stru ctu re  o f th e m odel and the stru ctu re o f the C T L *  form ula to 
be verified. Before describing autom orphism s of C T L *  form ulas, we give a descrip tion 
of the the C T L *  logic w hich s ta rts  by considering a restricted  version of C T L *  called 
C T L .
A C om p utation  T ree Logic (C T L ) form ula is in terp reted  over a com putation tree o f a 
K ripke m odel, unlike a  L in ear T im e Tem poral Logic (L T L ) form ula which is in terpreted  
over each p ath  o f a K ripke stru ctu re. C T L  uses the tem poral operators X  (nexttim e) 
and U  (until) preceded by th e  ex isten tia l p a th  quantifier E .  For exam ple, the C T L  
form ula E X p  indicates th a t in some o f th e paths startin g  in the current s ta te  Si, X p  is 
true in s* if  and only if  p is tru e in Si+ i ,  where p is an  atom ic proposition. T h e  set of 
C T L  form ulas is generated by th e following rules, [8]:
• every atom ic proposition  such as p is a C T L  form ula
• if  / ,  g are C T L  form ulas th en  so are /  U p , E / ,  X / ,  /  A g and -r f
In  addition to the basic sym bols already described, C T L  uses th e additional tem poral 
operators F  (som etim e) and G  (alw ays), the propositional connectives V, =>■ and the 
universal path  quantifier A . T h e  p ath  quantifier A  indicates th a t the tem poral form ula 
following it is true in all p ath s startin g  in th e current sta te . A ll of these additional 
operators and connectives can b e  derived from  those already described, for exam ple 
A /  has the sam e m eaning as -O B -i/.
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T h e  basic m odalities o f C T L  are of th e form  A  or E  followed by a single tem poral 
operator F ,  G , X  or U . C T L *  is an extension  o f C T L , where form ulas can allow for 
boolean  com binations and nestings o f these basic m odalities.
R eca ll th a t the C orrespondence T heorem  ([4],[3]), is used to prove the preservation of 
the correctness o f a property  expressed in C T L * , provided th at the group G com prises 
autom orphism s w hich preserve b o th  th e stru ctu re  of th e m odel and the stru ctu re o f the 
C T L *  form ula to be verified. H ence for a  m odel M  and a form ula / ,  we require th a t G — 
A ut M  fl A uto f  where A ut M  is the set o f autom orphism s of M  and A uto f  =  A ut f i  n  
. . .  Pi A ut f n for /  com prising / i . . .  / n , where / i . . .  f n is the list o f atom ic form ulae
occurring in / .  U sing A u to  f  instead  o f A ut f  ensures th at the in te rn a l sym m etry o f /
is captured. T h e  subgroup A u to  f  is defined as follows, [8]:
1. for a propositional form ula / ,  A u to  f  =  A u t f .  For exam ple, if  /  =  p i /\p2 then 
A ut f  is th e group com prising th e  identity  and the p erm u tation  th a t transposes 
the process indices 1 and 2
2. for a C T L *  form ula / ,  A u to  f  is defined inductively as follows:
(a) if  /  =  X g  or /  =  E g  then  A u to  f  =  A uto g
(b) if  /  =  g U /i then  A u to  f  =  A uto g fl A uto h
(c) otherw ise /  is a boolean  com bination  o f atom ic propositions and subform ulas 
of the form  X g , g V  h and E g . L et /  =  6 (e i, e2, . . . ,  e*,  / i ,  / 2, . . . ,  f i ) where 
b is a  boolean  form ula over the atom ic propositions e i , e2 , . . . ,  ejt and the 
subform ulas / i ,  / 2, • • ■, fi-  Now replace each / ;  by an unindexed proposition 
Fi and define
A uto f  =  A u to  6 (e i, e2 , . . .  e*,  i f i ,  F 2, . . . ,  Fi) fl A uto  / j  f l . . .  fl A uto  f t . Note 
th a t A u to  b (ei, e2 , . .  • e*,  F\, F2 , . . . ,  F() is a propositional form ula so m ay be 
calcu lated  as in 1. above, and the form  of each of the f t  is such th a t A u to  fi  
may be calcu lated  as in 2(a) or 2(b )
T h is  construction  o f A u to  f  is exem plified in [8] using the C T L *  form ula 
/  =  p i  A E X ( g i  V g2) V p 2 A E X f y i  V q2), where p i , p 2, q i , q 2 are atom ic propositions.
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I f  the set of process indices is I  =  { 1 , 2 } ,  the application  o f part 2 .(c ) o f the definition 
above yields A uto f  — A uto(p\  A B  V p 2 A B )  fl A u to(E X .(q i  V q2)) where B  is an 
unindexed proposition. B y  p art 1. o f th e definition we have A u to  (pi A B  V p2 A B )  =  
S y m l  where S y m l  is the set o f a ll perm utations on I .  A pplying p art 2. (a) twice yields 
A uto  ( E X (g i  V q2)) =  S ym  J ,  hence A u to  f  =  Sym  I.
We now sketch the role o f group A u to  f  in the proof [4],[8] th a t a property expressed 
in C T L *  is true in the full s tru ctu re  M  i f  and only if  it is true in  th e quotient M g , 
provided th a t the group G  is a subgroup of A u tM  fl A uto f .  A ssum e th a t /  is true in 
M , then  there is a path  s o s i . . .  in  M  satisfying / .  B y  the C orrespondence Theorem  
there exists a corresponding p ath  9 (sq)6 (s i) . . .  in M q . A lthough s7 and # (s j)  are not 
in general the sam e sta te  th ey  are in the sam e orbit. I t  is the action  of G  on S  th a t 
produces these orb its and since G  is a  subgroup of A uto f  th e p a th  s o s i . . .  in M q also 
satisfies / .  Hence /  is also tru e in  M q -
A nother interesting exam ple o f th e calcu lation  o f autom orphism s o f a C T L *  form ula is 
given in  [9]. Here /  = E ( G F  eaq A G F e o ^ ) where the proposition ex {  is such th at it holds 
in a sta te  s if  and only if  a ll tran sition s leading to  s are the resu lt o f a single execution 
step o f the process i. I f  I  =  ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 }  th en  A uto f  com prises those perm utations 
on I  th a t leave 1 and 2 fixed. Now consider the form ula 4? = G F e a * i  A . . . A G F e x n . 
A com putation p ath  is said to b e  unconditionally  fair if  it satisfies 4?. Such fairness 
constraints are often used in  co n ju n ction  w ith  interleaving sem antics to  avoid process 
starvation  by ensuring th a t individual processes ‘make progress’. U nconditional fairness 
m eans th a t each process is executed  infinitely  often. I f  /  = E 4 ?  and I  =  { 1 , . . .  , n }  then 
A u to f  is sim ply th e id entity  p erm u tation  as this is the only p erm utation  on I  that 
leaves each o f the ex 7 invariant. C onsequently  G  =  A ut M  fl A uto f  com prises only the 
identity  perm utation  and no redu ction  o f th e sta te  space is achieved. T h e  conclusion [9] 
is th a t the pure group-theoretic m ethods can not exploit sym m etry  when dealing w ith 
fairness constraints. In  [9] and [11] au tom ata-th eoretic  m ethods are described which 
do allow sym m etries to  b e  used w hen m odel checking under fairness assum ptions.
Fu rther reductions can be achieved by exploiting th e local sym m etries o f the path  
subform ulas C T L *  form ula, as presented in [1] using the fram ew ork of L T L  (linear
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tim e logic).
T h e  Correspondence T h eorem  is also used by Jen sen  in [16] to  prove th a t it sufficient 
to check dynam ic properties o f nets such as reachability, liveness and boundedness in 
the quotient s ta te  space.
A corollary o f the C orrespondence T h eorem  concerns deadlock detection. In  a  con­
current system  the presence o f m ultip le threads of control can lead to  two or more 
processes com peting for resources. T h e  com p etition  can  lead to deadlock, which is 
peculiar to concurrent system s. A process is said to  have a  deadlock if  there exists a 
reachable s ta te  in w hich it is im possible for the process to be executed  any further. 
D eadlock can be m ore precisely defined in  term s o f enabled transitions. A stru ctu ra l 
tran sition  t is enabled in a  s ta te  s if  and only if  there is a s ta te  s' such th a t (s, t, s') £ T  
(recall T  is the set o f tran sitio n  re lations which replaces the tran sitio n  relation  R  in the 
definition of a K ripke stru ctu re  w hen it is necessary to distinguish betw een tran sition s). 
A s ta te  is said to  be a deadlock if  no stru ctu ra l transition  is enabled  in  it. As a result 
o f the Correspondence T h eorem  we have th a t i f  a (full) s ta te  space has a  reachable 
deadlock sta te  th en  the quotient s ta te  space also has a reachable deadlock s ta te  [ s f .  
A lthough this is only a necessary condition, a  lem m a in [15] extends the condition to 
allow deadlock to  be determ ined w ithout inspecting  th e full s ta te  space.
2 .6  C h o i c e s  o f  t h e  g r o u p
In  section  2.3 the group G , w hich determ ined the quotient s ta te  space, was defined to 
be the set o f those perm u tations th a t preserve the stru ctu re o f the m odel. G  may be 
any subgroup of the group o f autom orphism s, but to  achieve m axim um  reduction in 
the size of the sta te  space we require th e largest possible group G. H ence the most 
desirable case arises when all th e  perm utations are also autom orphism s, in  which case 
G  will be of size n !, where n  is th e num ber of processes.
In  [8] and [10] other possib ilities for G  are com pared. I t  has already been  com m ented on 
th a t when checking a C T L *  form ula / ,  th e  group m ust be a subgroup o f A u t M G  A u to  f  
in order bp preserve the correctness o f /  in th e quotient s ta te  space. I f  /  is a  com plex
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form ula com posed of i subform ulae and has little  sym m etry then A uto f  m ay b e  sm all 
in which case it is often  b e tte r  to  decom pose /  into sm aller subform ulae which are then  
checked individually (i.e. form  i sm aller quotients and check each in tu rn).
I f  th e quotient is endowed w ith ad d itional stru ctu re then the m odel checking of any 
C T L *  form ula /  m ay carried  out on a  quotient stru ctu re determ ined by Aut M  only. 
T h is  removes the need to  com pute b o th  Auto f  and its in tersection  w ith Aut M. T h is 
is called the annotated  quotient stru ctu re  [8] [10]. T h e  an n o ta ted  quotient is M g =  
(Sg,AR) where G is any subgroup o f AutM. Sg is the set o f representatives o f the 
p artitio n  of S into equivalence classes and AR is the annotated  re lation . T h e  annotated  
re lation  labels each tran sitio n  w ith  additional inform ation denoting how co-ordinates 
are perm uted from  one s ta te  to  th e  n ext. For each tran sition  ([s],t) £ R the trip le 
([s],cr, ['t]) is contained in  AR , for som e a £ G  such th a t t =  cr([t]). A tran sition  from  
a representative s ta te  [s] to a representative s ta te  [t] is included in AR w ith cr the 
identity. Also tran sition s from  a representative s ta te  [s] to a non-representative s ta te  t 
is included in AR w ith <7 not th e  identity. T ransitions from  non-representative states 
are not included.
A n exam ple o f an an n otated  quotient stru ctu re  will now be given. T h is  exam ple, taken 
from  [11] concerns a sim plified resource controller, which is a program  consisting o f one 
server and three client processes. E ach  process is in exactly  one o f following states: 
idle, request or critica l, denoted by / ,  R  and C  respectively. A process can move from  
the idle to  the request s ta te  freely. T h e  server can grant the resource to  a process th a t 
is in th e request s ta te  by m oving it to  th e cr itica l sta te , providing th a t no other process 
is in  the cr itica l s ta te .
Any com bination of P s, R ’s and one C  is allowed which m eans th e m odel for this 
exam ple has twenty states. However its annotated  quotient stru ctu re, shown in  figure 
2.4 , has only seven (representative) sta tes.
Som e explanation  o f figure 2.4 will now be given. T h e  in itia l s ta te  is m arked I I I ,  where 
all three processes are in the idle sta te . T h e  sta te  R I I  represents th e sta tes IR I, H R  
and itself. Sim larly, R R I  represents R IR , IR R  and itself, C R I represents C IR , IR C , 
IC R , R IC , R C I and itself, and so on. Any o f th e processes can  move from  the in itia l
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Figure 2.4: T h e  annotated  quotient stru ctu re for the resource controller [11]
s ta te  to a request s ta te . - H ence the in ital s ta te  has three successors in the original 
m odel, nam ely R I I  if  process 0 moves to R , IR I  if  process 1 moves to R  and H R  if 
process 2 moves to R . T h ese  three sucessor sta tes are all representated by R I I  in  the 
an n otated  quotient stru ctu re. T h e  three edges leading from  the in itia l s ta te  in figure
2.4  correspond to the th ree enabled  transitions from  I I I  in the original m odel w hich 
have ju s t  been described. T h e  tran sitio n  from the representative sta te  I I I  to the non­
representative s ta te  IR I  is given by the edge labelled  71*0 1 ,1  which indicates th a t process 
1 has an  enabled tran sitio n  and its execution leads to  a sta te  in the same o rb it as R II . 
S ince th e in itia l sta te  and R I I  are b o th  representative sta tes the edge ind icating  th a t 
process 0 has an enabled tran sitio n  is annotated  w ith the identity.
Chapter 3
Symmetry Reductions in the 
Context of Category Theory
T h e  m odel which will be used in th e rem ainder o f th is thesis, called a language system  
[27] [28] [29], will be described in th is chapter. T h e  rest o f th e chapter presents new m a­
terial. A new category o f language system s, denoted L S , is presented. T h e  m orphism s 
in  category L S  are defined in  a non-restrictive way and consequently are consistent 
w ith the definition of net m orphism  w hich will be studied in chapter 6. R estriction s 
on the definition o f m orphism  are given w hich result in several wide sub categories o f 
L S .  W e then consider p erm utations o f language system s w hich define the notion  of 
sym m etry for th e m odel. A sym m etry-reduction , or quotient stru ctu re, o f a  language 
system  can then  be described. W e sta rt w ith the definition o f a category.
3 .1  C a t e g o r y  T h e o r y
T h is section  establishes th e term inology of the category theory used in  this thesis. An 
explanation  of all th e category  theory  concepts relevant to com puter science m ay be 
found in [2].
A category consists o f a class o f o b jects  together w ith a class o f m orphism s. T y p ically  a 
m orphism  is a stru ctu re  preserving m ap betw een two o b jects . C ategory theory studies
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stru ctu ra l aspects o f m athem atics and m ost exam ples of a  m athem atical stru ctu re 
together w ith th e appropriate m orphism s yield a category. For exam ple, sets w ith 
functions con stitu te  a category, as do groups w ith  group hom om orphism s and vector 
spaces w ith linear m aps. I t  is im p ortant to note th a t w hat characterises a category is 
its m orphism s and not only its o b jects , as will be dem onstrated  in section 3.2 where 
several categories will be defined which have the sam e o b jects . T h e  form al definition 
o f a category will now b e given.
D e f in i t io n  3 .1 .1  A category C  consists o f a class o f  objects and in addition fo r  any 
pair a , b o f objects there is a set o f  morphisms from  a to b, i.e. having a as domain and 
b as codomain, denoted Horn (a ,b ) , and
1. given a morphism g : a  —> b in H om (a , b) and a morphism f  : b c in Hom (b , c) 
there is a morphism f  o g  : a —»■ c in H om (a , c). (This binary operation o is called 
com position.)
2. composition o f  morphisms is associative: f  o (h o g) — ( /  o h) o g.
3. fo r  each object a there is a morphism Id a : a -4  a called the identity on a.
4- given any f  in H om (a , b), f  o Id a — Idb o f  =  /
Isom orphism  in  the categorical sense will now be defined.
D e f in i t io n  3 .1 .2  A morphism f  : b c is an isomorphism in a category C  
+ = +  3g : c - »  b such that g o f  =  Id & and f  0 g — Id c
C ategory theory can b e  used to  show how different kinds of structu res are related  to  
each other. T h is  is achieved using functors w hich are, essentially, stru ctu re preserving 
maps betw een categories. G iven categories C  and D , a  functor H  from  C  to D  sends 
o b jects  o f C  to o b jec ts  o f D  and m orphism s o f C  to  m orphism s of D  in such a way 
th a t it preserves th e  com position  of m orphism s and identity  m orphism s. A functor is 
form ally defined as follows:
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D e f in i t io n  3 .1 .3  A fun ctor H  from  C  to D  consists o f a pair o f functions H obj (map­
ping objects to objects)  and H mor (mapping morphisms to morphisms) fo r  which
1. if g : a —> b in C  then H mor(g ) : H obj(a )  —y H obj(b ) in D
2. fo r  any object a o f C , H mor(Id a) =  Id Hobj(a)
3. if g o  f  is defined in C , then H mor(g) o H mo r {f)  is defined in D  and Hmor( g o f )  =  
H-morid) °  H mor( f ) .
3 .2  L a n g u a g e  S y s t e m s  a n d  t h e  C a t e g o r y  L S
In  this section a category o f language system s is defined in w hich the m appings betw een 
the o b jects  are (language) hom om orphism s.
V ector languages were introduced by Shields [27] [28] [29]. T h ey  represent th e behaviour 
o f a  system  by an n -tu p le o f sequences, each o f which records th e actions perform ed by 
one o f its constituent processes. T h e  vector language is th e set o f a ll behaviour repre­
sentations of the system . Som e prelim inaries are required before a precise definition of 
a vector language can  be given.
D e f in i t io n  3 .2 .1  Define a language system to be a tuple L S  =  (I , A ,L , a ) where
I  — [1 : n] is a set o f processes
A  is the set o f actions
a  : I  — y V (A ) such that (^J a ( i )  — A
iei
L  : I  — y V (A * ) such that Li C  (ce(i))*
T h e  set a (i)  represents th e  actions associated  w ith th e process i and is called the 
a lp habet o f i. T h e  set Li com prises strings over the a lp habet o f i and is called the 
string  language o f i. Li is process Vs view o f the behaviour o f th e system , and is 
determ ined by the con stra in ts associated  w ith process i.
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D e f in i t io n  3 .2 .2  For each action a £ A , the a -even t vector o f  a, denoted a, is defined 
as
( a if  a £ a (i)
m ) =  <
I A if a & a (i)
where A is the empty sequence. The set o f event vectors is denoted by A a =  { a  | a £  A }.
A n event vector represents the sim ultaneous execution of the event by each participating  
process. Event vectors m ay be concatenated . I f  . . .  ,a n £ A  then  a \ .. .a^  is the 
function x  : I  —» A* such th a t x (i)  =  a if i ) . . .  On(i). D enote th e set o f all such x  by A * .
For exam ple, I f  A =  {a ,  6, c, d} and I  =  { 1 , 2 , 3 }  w ith alp habets a ( l )  =  {a , 6} 
a (2 )  =  {&, c }  and a (3 )  =  { a , d}  th e  set o f event vectors is
Aa = <
( a \ ( b \ (  a \
\
A J b c ) A
\ [ a  J U  J v A J d / /
{&> S, d}
/  aba ^
T h en  x  =  a.b.c.a.d £  A* and x  — be
y aad J
Note th a t A* is a m onoid, i.e. a  set w ith an associative b inary  operation  under which 
it is closed (in  th is case together w ith .an  identity elem ent (th e vector such th at 
A(Q =  A Vi £  I ) .  T h e  op eration  V  is defined as follows. I f  x ,y  £  A * , then  their 
concatenation  x .y  is defined by (x .y )( i )  =  x ( i ) .y ( i ), for each i £  I .  I f  X  is a set of 
sequences or a set o f event vectors then  {  X  denotes the prefix closure o f X .
Tw o actions a and b are p o ten tia lly  concurrent if  no process can  execute b o th  o f them . 
Form ally th is may be sta ted  as a £  a (i)  = +  b $  a (Q , all i. N ote th at th is is the case 
if  and only if  a.b =  b.a, so, algebraically, two events are p oten tia lly  concurrent exactly  
when they com m ute in  th e V  operation. T h is  actually  defines the re lation  t on A 
which is the independency re lation  on the set o f M azurkiewicz traces over A. Indeed, 
there is an isom orphism  betw een th e  m onoid A* and the m onoid A* [19] [29].
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In  the last exam ple the actions a and c are potentially  concurrent since
a.c
(  a \  / a \  
A
\ a  )
A
c
V A )
(  a \
c
\ a  )
(  A \  
c
V A
a
A c.a
\ a J
T h e  actions b and d in the sam e exam ple are also potentially  concurrent, as are c and 
d.
Definition 3.2,3 The vector language of a system is
£  =  {x eA * a\V ieI'.x {i) ELi}
N ote th a t is not possible to  sim plify the definition 3.2.1 o f a language system  by as­
sum ing th a t a ( i )  is exactly  those elem ents o f A  th a t appear in th e strings o f Li since 
th is sim plification may change th e behaviour o f the language system . T h is  can  be seen 
by considering a sim ple language system  th a t has only two processes, w ith  alp habets 
a(l) =  {a , b} and a(2) — { 6 }  and string  languages Li =  a* and L2 — b*. I f  we were 
to  make the sim plification  o f rem oving b from  a ( l )  so as to  m ake it com prise only the 
actions th at appear in L\, the vector language o f the system  would be }  (a b)*. However 
th e tru e behaviour o f th e system  is 4- (a )*  since
and ab ^  L\. T h e  appearance of 6 in a ( l )  effectively ‘stop s’ b ever occurring when the 
two processes run in parallel.
I t  is also w orth noting here th a t, in  com m on w ith m any other language based models, 
vector languages cannot cope w ith non-determ inism . T h is problem  has been overcome 
in other models by adding e x tra  stru ctu re, e.g. refusal sets in  C S P  [12]. T h e  vector 
language m odel m ay also b e  sim ilarly  enhanced, [30].
Consider two language system s L S  and LS\  where L S 1 — (I ' ,A ! ,L ' ,a ') .  (N ote th at 
in this thesis the elem ents o f any tuple will sim ilarly  inherit th e su bscrip t or dash.) A 
m orphism  betw een these two language system s is sim ply a function  on their alp habets
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and a relation  on the indexing set w hich send strings in one language to strings in
another. I f  we define a m orphism  in the following way it is possible to  dem onstrate the
existence o f a category o f language system s.
D e f in i t io n  3 .2 .4  A  LS homomorphism 0  : L S  — > L S 1 is a pair (0i,0a) comprising 
a relation
f a i l I '
and a function
4>a ' 4  — A 1 
such that \/i G I  and any i ‘ G I ' fo r  which (i , i ') G 0 i :
<f>A{a(i)) C a '(i')  (3 .2 .1)
M L i )  c  4  (3 .2 .2)
N ote th a t in (3 .2 .1) the function  0 a  is extended to  a function m apping V (A ) -4  V (A ')  
in the n atu ra l way, and to a  function  m apping V (A * )  to  V (A '*)  in  (3 .2 .2 ).
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .2 .1  For any two LS homomorphisms 6-— (9j,9a) and 0  =  (01,0a):
9 -.L S '  — > L S ” and 0  : L S  — > LS'
we have the compositions
9[ o 0 i  : I  i— I " and 9a °  0 a  '• A  — *
and we define the com position 9 o 0  =  (#/ o 9a 0 0a)- Then 9 o 0  : L S  —y L S ” is a 
LS homomorphism.
P r o o f  T h e  com position o f two fu n ctio n s/rela tion s is a fu n ctio n /rela tion  so it is suffi­
cient to show th at conditions (3 .2 .1) and (3 .2 .2) hold for the com position 9 o 0.
L et ( i ,i " )  £  9j o 0 It then  there exists i' such th a t (i,i ')  £ 0 i  and (i1, i” ) £  9j.
#A 0 0A(cx(i)) =  9a  (0 A (a (i)) )
C 9A {a '(i1))  (3 .2 .1) for 0
C a " (i " )  (3 .2 .1) for 9
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i.e. the composition satisfies (3.2.1).
9 A  o 4 > A ( L i )  =  9 A ( ( f>A(Li ) )
C 9A(L'i,) (3.2.2) for f
C L", (3.2.2) for 9
i.e. the composition satisfies (3.2.2).
□
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .2 .2  Language systems and their homomorphisms form a category.
P r o o f  LS homomorphisms are closed under composition (proposition 3.2.1) and their 
compositions are associative. The identity is simply the pair Idi,s =  (Id[,IdA) com­
prising the identity functions on I  and A.
□
D e f in i t io n  3 .2 .5  Let L S  be the category of language systems described above.
3 .3  W i d e  S u b c a t e g o r i e s  o f  L S
D e f in i t io n  3 .3 .1  A LS isomorphism 0  : LS — > LS1 comprises two bijections:
4>l : I  — ¥ I1 and <f>A : A — ¥ A!
such that, V? G I, (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) hold for cf> and <f~l,
where =  (4>Jl : I' — ¥ I,4>~a : A' — y -4). As is now a bijective function, 
i' — 4>i(i) and i — cj)fl (i').
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .3 .1  A morphism in L S  is an isomorphism in the usual categorical 
sense, see definition 3.1.2, if and only if it is a LS isomorphism, definition 3.3.1.
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P r o o f
I f  a m orphism  p  : L S  —> L S 1 in L S  is an isom orphism  in the categorical sense then 
there exists a m orphism  p ~ l : LS' —» L S  satisfying  the conditions of p. Therefore p  is 
an  L S isom orphism .
I f  (j) =  (p i, p A) is a L S  isom orphism  then
V / £ I1, pi o p j l (i') =  pi(i) =  % 
f i e  I, p j 1 o pr(i) =  p j l (i') =  i
hence p i  o p j 1 — I  dp and p j 1 o p f  =  I  dp  A sim ilar result can b e  dem onstrated for
the b ijectio n  Pa  hence p  is an  isom orphism  in  the categorical sense.
□
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .3 .2  I f  p  : LS — > LS' is a LS isomorphism then, f i  £  I:
p A {a {i))  =  a '(i')  (3 .3 .3)
pA (Li) =  L ', (3 .3 .4)
P r o o f
S ince p  is a L S isom orphism , (3 .2 .1) and (3 .2 .2) are true for p ~ l , i.e.
pAl {a'[i')) C  a ( i )  (3 .3 .5)
r A\ L [,)  C  Li (3 .3 .6 )
Now
a'(i') =  JdA/ («'(*'))
=  0a o ^ 1 (<*'(*'))
C pA(oi{i)) applying (3 .3 .5)
(3 .3 .3) then follows from  com bining this result w ith (3 .2 .1 ), for p  a L S isom orphism . 
Also
L\, =  IdA'&'v)
=  p A o p Y l 'v
C 0 .4 (L i) applying (3.3 .6)
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(3.3.4) follows from combining this result with (3.2.2).
□
R e m a r k  3 .3 .1  This result will not hold for every LS homomorphism for which the 
f ’s are bijections, the inverse 0_1 must also be a LS homomorphism. In the following
example of a bijective LS homomorphism, (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) do not hold because </>“ 1
is not a LS homomorphism.
E x a m p le  3 .3 .1  Let
I  =  { 1, 2} = I1 and A =  {ai, a2, 03} =  A1
and
a (l)  =  {a i}  a '( l)  =  {a i ,a 2}
a (2) =  {a2,a3} a '(2) =  {a2, a3}
If
if : I, A —> I\ A' is such that ifj =  Idi : I  — ¥ I and if a — IdA '• A — > A
then if is a LS homomorphism, since #?^(a(i)) C a'(i') for i — 1,2. But the inverse 
if~l : I', A' —¥ I, A does not satisfy (3.2.1) since {a i,a2} =  #,a1(q;/( 1)) 2  <^ (1) =  { ai}> 
so is not a LS homomorphism.
D e f in i t io n  3 .3 .2  A LS automorphism is a LS isomorphism which maps from LS to 
LS. In this case
(fl : I  -¥ I  and 4>a : A —¥ A 
are both permutations since they are one-one and onto functions of a set to itself.
R e m a r k  3 .3 .2  LS automorphisms satisfy definition 2.1.1 and hence form a group.
The changes to the definition of the LS homomorphism which resulted in the LS iso­
morphisms and LS automorphisms allow two further categories to be defined. These
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are b o th  wide su bcategories o f LS. A wide su bcategory  D of a category C comprises 
the sam e o b jects  as C bu t the arrows of D are subsets of th e sets o f arrows of C. T h e 
set of L S  isom orphism s is closed under function com position, as is the set o f LS auto­
m orphism s. In  b o th  cases th e identity  is the sam e as the identity  in LS. T h is allows 
two further categories to  b e  defined. B o th  o f which have language system s as o b jects , 
one has L S  isom orphism s as arrows and the other has L S autom orphism s. These are 
b o th  wide subcategories o f LS.
3 .4  P e r m u t a t i o n s  o f  L a n g u a g e  S y s t e m s
A p erm utation  g o f a set X  is by definition a  b ijectio n  g : X  — » X .  T h e  quotient 
stru ctu re, w hich is defined in the next section, is determ ined by group G , elem ents 
o f which are perm utations o f the sets I  and A. T h e  n ext proposition  proves th at if  
cr : L S  — > L S  is an L S  hom om orphism  and a  /  and a a are b o th  perm utations o f the 
fin ite sets I  and A  th en  a  is an  L S  autom orphism , definition 3 .3 .2 . A lem m a is needed 
first.
L e m m a  3 .4 .1  Let the sets I  and A  be finite and let a — {<t i ,(Ja ) be pair o f permuta­
tions o f I  and A  respectively,' then
0 .™! =  Jdj and — Id  a
where m  — max{\I\, [A|} and \S\ denotes the cardinality o f S.
P r o o f  L et 5 /  and Sa  denote the set o f perm utations of I  and A  respectively. \Si\ =  \I\\ 
and | Sa  I =  \A\\. Hence \Sj\ divides ml and |SU| divides ml, so by a corollary of 
L agrange’s Theorem , cr™1 — I  dj and a™[ — Id  a
□
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .4 .1  Let the sets I  and A  be finite and let a : (I , A , a, L) — y (I , A , a, L) 
be a LS homomorphism (definition 3.2.4) such that cr/ and <j4  are both permutations 
then a is an LS automorphism.
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P r o o f  From  lem m a 3.4.1 we have
cr o  ^ =  Id j  and o  o ^crm !-1^ j =  IdA
hence crm ! - 1  =  cr~ 1 on b o th  I  and A. B u t cr5711” 1 is an L S hom om orphism  since the 
com position of m orphism  in a category  is again a m orphism  in th a t category (defi­
n ition  3 .1 .1 ), thus cr- 1  is also an L S  hom om orphism . S ince a  and o ~ l are b o th  LS 
hom om orphism s, a  is an L S autom orphism .
□
Th u s by proposition 3 .3 .2  we have:
C o r o l la r y  3 .4 .1  Let the sets I  and A  be finite and let a  : ( I ,A ,a ,L )  — > (I ,A ,a , L ) 
a permutation o f I  and A  be a LS homomorphism, then
crA (a {i) )  ~  a {a i{ i ) )  (3 .4 .1)
&A{Li) =  Lcrrfi) (3 .4 .2)
It  is now w orth reconsidering exam ple 3 .3 .1  in light of corollary 3 .4 .1 . In  exam ple 3.3.1, 
f  — (ipp ip a ) where ipi and ip a  are p erm utations on the fin ite sets I  and A. However, in 
th is instance ip is not an L S  isom orphism  since ip~1 is not an L S  hom om orphism . T h e  
difference to notice is th a t ip : ( I ,A ,a ,L )  — )- ( / ' ,  A', a', L ') and although I  — I '  and 
A  =  A ', the two language system s have different structure, in  p articu lar a ( l )  c / ( l )
T h e  next exam ple shows th a t proposition  3.4.1 cannot be extended for I  and A  infinite 
sets. In  the following exam ple cr : (I , A , a ,  L) — > ( / ,  A, a ,  L) is an L S  hom om orphism
(definition 3.2.4) such th a t cr/ and a a  are b o th  perm utations b u t the sets I  and A  are
infinite, then cr is an not an L S autom orphism .
E x a m p le  3 .4 .1  Let I  =  { u , u } ; A  — Z , a (u ) =  3Z  U 3Z +  1 and a (v ) =  3Z  U 3Z  -+ 2, 
where, fo r  example, 3Z  is the set o f all integer multiples o f 3. The permutations cr/ : 
I  —» I  and oa  '■ Z  — >• Z are defined as follows:
cr[(u) — u and afiv) =  v
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oyi(3a;) =  3(3a; 4 - 2)
0  a {6 x  +  1 ) =  3o; +  1
<7 ,4 ( 6 0 ; +  2 ) =  3o; +  2
<7 ,4 ( 6 0 ; +  4) =  9 o:
<7a (6 o; 4- 5) =  3(3o; -f  1)
where x  £  Z .
N otice that a satisfies 3.4-1, i-e. <7 ,4 ( 0 1(14)) =  a:(<7 ;-(u)) and cta(o:(v)) =  a (a j(v ) ) .  
H owever this is not the case fo r  c ~ l , e.g. take 12 £ a (u ) and notice that <7 ^  *(12) =  
11 a (a i(u ))  =  a (u ).
3 .5  Q u o t ie n t  S t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  L a n g u a g e  S y s t e m
In  th is section, the quotient stru ctu re o f a language system  will be defined and some 
exam ples given. F irs t , we consider w hat represents a sym m etry  o f a language system .
T h e  basic prem ise o f the use o f sym m etries to  alleviate the sta te  explosion problem  
is th a t th e quotient or sym m etry-reduced system  is constructed  in such a way th a t it 
em bodies the behaviours o f th e  large system  from  which it was derived. W here th is is 
the case the quotient system  preserves the behaviour of the full system  and it is possible 
to infer behavioural properties o f the full system  by considering the (sm aller) quotient 
system . T h e  next exam ple gives an in tu itive idea o f a sym m etry o f a  language system .
E x a m p le  3 .5 .1  Consider a language system  with just two processes. The string lan­
guages fo r  this system  are L i  = 4 . (ab)* and L 2 =4- (a c )* . I f  we were to swap c fo r  b in 
the string language o f L 2 then we would have the string language L\. Similarly if  we 
were to swap b fo r  c in the string language o f L\ we would have the string language o f  
L2. So, i f  we additionally swap 1  and 2 then we are left with a system  that behaves in 
the same way as the original system.
W h at has ju s t  been described in exam ple 3.5.1 is a perm utation  on the set o f processes 
I and the set of actions A th a t leaves the behaviour of the system  unchanged. A
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sym m etry o f a language- system  is therefore a perm u tation  which leaves the string  
languages unchanged and hence preserves th e behaviour o f the language system . T h is 
is significantly different from  th e notion o f a  sym m etry presented in  chapter 2  which 
was a p erm utation  th at preserved th e  stru ctu re  o f the sta te  space.
W hen the sets I and A are fin ite these perm u tations are L S  autom orphism s, proposition
3.4 .1 . T h e  set o f all such L S autom orphism s form s a  group. We will also be considering 
subgroups, denoted G , o f th is group. T h e  o rb it o f i G I  under the action  of G  is
defined to  be [*] =  {(j>i{i)\0 6  G}.  T h e  re lation  ft  ~  ft  if  and only if  f t  =  0 i ( h ) ,  some
0 G G, can be shown to be an equivalence relation ; each equivalence class being the 
corresponding orb it. T h e  orb its o f a G A are sim ilarly  defined.
D e f in i t io n  3 .5 .1  The quotient structure of a language system LS is LSG — (Ig> AG, aG, LG) 
where
IG = {[i]|* € 1}
Ag — (H I a £ A}
aG : Ig — * 'P(Aq) such that «g([*]) =  (NI a £ a (i)}
Lg : I G — y V(A*G) such that LG{\i\) =  {[a][b] ...\ab... G L{}
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .5 .1  The functions aG and LG are well defined.
P r o o f
E ach  0 — (0i, 0a) G G is a L S autom orphism  and so (3 .3 .3) and (3 .3 .4) hold. So for 
ft ~  ft  we have ft  — 0i(i\) and
aA (a (i  i ) )  =  a (i  2)) (3 .5 .3)
V A(Lh) =  (3 .5 .4 )
Considering aG first it m ust be proved th a t
{[a i]|ax €  Q t(ft)} =  { [a 2 ]|a2  6  a ( f t ) }  
L et a\ G a ( f t ) .  W e have f t  =  0i(i\), som e 0 G G, and 0a(°i) £  0a(<x('Ii)) =  a(i2) by 
(3 .5 .3 ). B u t a\ ~  0a(o>i ) ,  so [oi] =  (c/ftftai)] G { [a 2 ]|a2  G a ( f t ) } .
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It  has been  shown th a t {[ai]|aq £  a f y i ) }  C  { [a 2 ]|a2  £  a (i2) } ,  th e converse inclusion 
follows by sym m etry. Hence a G is well defined.
Turning to L g , it m ust be proved th a t
{ [a i] [ 6 i ] . . .  |affix . . .  £  L h }  =  { [a 2 ][&2 ] • • • \a2b2 ■ ■ • €  Li2}
L et a\bi . . .  £  L p . W e have i2 — p i{'h ),  som e p  £  G, and
pA {a > i)pA {h ) . . .  £  p A(L h ) =  Li2 by (3 .5 .4 ). B u t ai ~  0 A(a 1 ), &i ~  0 a (& i), . . .  s o
[ai][6 i ] . . .  =  [p A {a i)][p A (b i)} . . .  £ { [a 2][&2] • • • \a2b2 . ■ • G L J -
I t  has been  shown th a t {[u i][# i] •. • |af yi . . .  S i j j c  { M M  • • • I&2 & 2  • • • G L 72} , the 
converse inclusion follows by sym m etry and hence L q is well defined.
T h e  next proposition is required to ensure th a t the string  languages o f th e quotient 
language system  are correctly  defined.
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .5 .2  L G([?]) Q  ( « g ( H ) ) *
P r o o f  Follows from  th e definitions o f a G and L G.
□
□
D e f in i t io n  3 .5 .2  For each action  [a] £  A Gj the a c -ev e n t  vector o f  [a], denoted  [a], is 
defined as
Definition 3.5.3 The vector language of a quotient language system is
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Som e exam ples of sim ple language system s and th eir quotients will now be given.
Example 3.5.2 Consider a language system LS in which I — {1,2} and A — {a, b, c } ; 
with alphabets a (l) =  {a, b}t a:(2) =  {a, c} and string languages
jfy = 4,(a&)*, L2 ={(ac)*. The only permutation (apart from the identity permutation) 
which preserves behaviour is
1 2 a b c
2 1 a c b
So G comprises a and the identity permutation. The orbits are 
[1] =  { 1, 2}, [a] =  {a} and [6] =  {5,c}
hence
la  = { [ ! ] } ,  AG =  {[o],[6]}, aG([l]) = {[«], [6]} and i G(1] = i([<#])*
Example 3.5.3 Consider a language system LS in which I — {1,2,3} and A =  
{a,b,c,d}, with alphabets a (l) =  {a, b}, a(2) =  {a, c}, a(3) =  {c, d} and string lan­
guages L\ =|(a&)*; L2 =4-(ac)*U 4-(ca)*; L3 .(cd)*. A permutation which preserves 
behaviour is
1 2  3 a b e d  
3 2 1 c d a b
So G comprises a and the identity permutation. The orbits resulting from the group 
action of G are
[1] =  { 1, 3}, [2] =  { 2}, [a] =  {a, c} and [6] =  { 6,d}
hence
I g =  { [ 1 ], P ] } ,  =  {[a ], [6 ] } ,  a G([l]) =  {[a], [6 ] } ,  a o ( [ 2 ]) =  {[a ]}
and
£ o [il  = 4 -« < # ] )* .  l <3[2] =  ([“ ])*
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D e f in i t io n  3 .5 .4  A quotient morphism  7r : L S  ~y L S G com prises the two functions
7r[ \ I  -y  I q and. it a ' A  -y  A q
such that
7r/(?) =  [i] and 7Ta(o) =  [a]
T h e  next proposition proves th a t the quotient m orphism  7r =  (tva, 7Tj) is in the category 
L S  since it satisfies properties (3 .2 .1 ) and (3 .2 .2) of an L S hom om orphism :
7ta(o:(«)) C  a G(in (i))  and 7rA(L (i))  C  L G (7Tj(i))
In  fact we have a stronger resu lt, as stated .
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .5 .3  A quotient morphism  7r =  (tta^ i ) satisfies
trA(a (i) )  =  a G(n i( i) )  and 7TA (L (i))  =  L g (tt/(?))
hence the following diagram com mutes
I  - 2 - +  I G
a ctQ
V {A )   > V {A g )
■*A
P r o o f
7TA(o:(ft) =  {[a]| a G cx(i)}
=  a c (M )  by definition of a G 
=  CKG(7T/(ft) by definition o f 7r
trA {L (i))  =  { [a ] [ 6 ] . . .  | a b . . .  G L ( i ) }
=  LG([i]) by definition o f Lq 
— LG(ir(i)) by definition o f 7r
□
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Remark 3.5.1 The quotient morphism ir =  (717, 701) is not in the wide subcategories 
of LS that were defined in section 3.2 because ir is not a bijection.
From  P rop osition  3 .5 .3 , we can conclude th a t a  language system  and its quotient are 
b o th  in  the category LS. A n im p ortan t question is w hether a  system  and its quotient 
have sim ilar behaviour, as th is is a t th e heart o f using sym m etries to  relieve the sta te  
explosion problem . T h is  question of w hether behaviour is preserved between two lan­
guage system s in the sam e category (sim ilarly  a language system  and its quotient) is 
the su b je ct of the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Behaviour Preservation
T h e  ob jectiv e  o f this chap ter is to determ ine the circum stances under which a m or­
phism  betw een two language system s (or a  language system  and its quotient) preserve 
behaviour. T h e  m orphism s in  th e categories presented in th e  last chapter preserve 
stru ctu re, we will now investigate i f  th ey  preserve behaviour.
Since the behaviour o f a  language system  is given by its vector language, we begin by 
extending the function  0 a  to  a well defined function from  vectors in the language of 
L S  to vectors in the language of LS'. T h is  function  is then  used to define a category 
of vector languages and in order to  determ ine which m orphism s preserve behaviour we 
a ttem p t to define a  functor from  the category LS, or one o f its wide subcategories, 
to  the category o f vector languages. C ounter-exam ples are presented w hich show th at 
o f all the categories considered so far, only the category in  w hich m orphism s are LS  
isom orphism s is a candidate for the dom ain o f this functor. T h is  then  m otivates a 
d irect proof o f th e circum stances under w hich a m orphism  preserves behaviour. T h e 
construction  of a sp lit m orphism  extends this proof to the p ro jectio n  m orphism s which 
define the quotient system .
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4 .1  M o n o i d  M o r p h i s m s  a n d  t h e  C o m m u t a t i v i t y  C o n d i ­
t i o n
Given a  LS hom om orphism  p : L S  f t  LS' as presented in  definition 3 .2 .4  we extend 
the function Pa  as follows:
pA : A a f t  A'a, such th a t 0 a  (a) =  0 a ( a )
R eca ll th at the elem ents o f A a generate the m onoid A* w ith th e V operation  defined
by (x .p )(i) =  x ( i ) .y ( i ) .  We m ay extend  Pa  to  a  relation
0a* : a* 4— » (a ;,)
such th at
A Pa * A
as.a Pa * y_-b i f  x  Pa * V_ and 0 A.(a) =  6
for x, y_€ A* and a , b £  A a .
Having defined the re lation  0 A* , we now give an exam ple.
E x a m p le  4 .1 .1  + b r
and Pa {Ql) ~ P > p A {b ) =  q the relation gives:
gL.b Pa * p-q and b.a Pa * q-P
N otice th at in th is exam ple a.b =  b.a so from  b.a Pa * q-P we have a.b Pa * q-P• Hence 
we have a.b Pa * P-q and a . 6  Pa * q-P, w hich stops us from  extending p_A to a function 
on vectors. T h e  problem  arises because a and b com m ute bu t 0 a  (o) and Pa  (a) do not 
com m ute. T h is  problem  m otivates th e next proposition.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .1 .1  I f  Pa * ■ A* — > (-^qO* a m on°id morphism then Pa  preserves 
the commutativity condition:
a-b — b.a, ==> 0 A(a).0A(6) =  0a(&)-Pa {o) (4.1.1)
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P r o o f  Since a.b — b.a, we have <pA*(a.b) =  0A * (£•&)• A s 0 a *  is a monoid m orphism , 
we further have th a t 0 a *  (a.b) =  0 a *  (a) -0 a * (k) — 0 a (^ )-0 a (^ ) -  Sim ilarly  0 a *  (6 -a) =  
0 4 *(£ )-0 4 *(< l)  =  0 a(&)*0 a (o ) I t  follows th a t 0 a (« )* 0 a(&) =  4>A(b)-4>A(a).
□
W hen 0 a satisfies the com m u tativ ity  condition  (4 .1 .1) then  0 a * is a well defined func­
tion. W e now define a  category in w hich th is condition holds.
D e f in i t io n  4 .1 .1  A commutativity preserving  L S  homomorphism  0  : LS  — ¥ LS' is a 
pair (0 / ,  0 a ) comprising a relation
(f>j : I  A—  ^I'
and a function
0A : A  — > A' 
such that Vi £  I  and any i' £  I ' fo r  which ( i f )  G 0 /.'
M a { i ) )  C  a '(i ')  (4 .1 .2)
4>A (Li) C  L ', (4 .1 .3)
a.b =  b.a = 4 -  0a(<^).0a(^>) =  0/\(^)-0 a (q )  (4 .1 .4)
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .1 .2  F o r any two commutativity preserving  L S  homomorphisms 6 =  
(6^ 9A) and 0  =  (0 / , 0 a )-
9 :  LS' — ¥ L S " and 0  : L S  — * L S "
u;e have the compositions
91 o 0 j  : I  a— > I "  and 6 a °  4>a '• A  — ¥ A ”
and we define the com position 9 o 0  — (6j o 0 / ,9 a  °  0 a ) -  Then 9 o f :  L S  —¥ L S " is a 
commutativity preserving LS homomorphism.
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P roof T h e com position of two fu n ctio n s/rela tion s is a fu n ctio n /rela tion  so it is suf­
ficient to show th a t conditions (4 .1 .2 ), (4 .1 .3) and (4 .1 .4) hold for the com position 
9 o 0.
I t  follows from proposition 3.2.1 th a t the com position satisfies (4 .1 .2) and (4 .1 .3 ).
I f  a.b =  b.a then 0A{a).0A {b) =  0A (b).0A {a) by (4 .1 .4) for 0 a
and so 9A f < M a ) )  -&A ( <t>A(b))  =  0A (V a (& ))  .9A ( fy lfy ))  by (4 .1 .4) for 0A
i.e. the com position satisfies (4 .1 .4 ).
□
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .1 .3  Language system s and commutativity preserving LS homomorphisms 
form  a category.
P r o o f  C om m utativity  preserving L S  hom om orphism s are closed under com position 
(proposition 4 ,1 .2) and th eir com positions are associative. T h e  identity com prises the 
identity  functions on I  and A  and clearly  satisfies condition (4 .1 .4 ).
□
D e f in i t io n  4 .1 .2  Let C P - L S  denote the category o f language system s described above.
It is a wide subcategory o f  L S
W e now address the question as to w hether the quotient m orphism  is in th e com m uta­
tiv ity  preserving category C P - L S .  S ince it has already been  proved th a t the quotient 
m orphism  satisfies (3 .2 .1) and (3 .2 .2 ), it is sufficient to consider w hether the quotient 
m orphism  satisfies the com m u tativ ity  condition (4 .1 .1 ). Som e definitions are needed 
first.
Definition 4.1.3
a.b =  b.a <£=>• aib or a — b
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where
a £  a ( i ) A b $  a
V i £  I , aib — < a 0  a ( i ) A b £  a
a ^  a ( i ) A b a
D e f in i t io n  4 .1 .4  We say that a, b £  A  are strongly independent + = +
V i £  I  a  £  a ( i ) = >  6  ^  o:(i)
D e f in i t io n  4 .1 .5  We say that a permutation a  =  (0 7 ,(7 4 ) com m utable if  whenever 
a, b £  A are strongly independent then a and 0 *4 (6 ) are strongly independent.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .1 .4  A quotient morphism  7T associated to a group G o f  commutable LS 
automorphisms a  satisfies (4 .1 .1 ) ,  i.e.
a.b =  b.a = >  7 7 4 (a) .7^ ( 6 ) =  7^4 (6 ) . 7r4  (a)
P roof
For a, b £  A we have two possible cases:
C ase 1: 3 cr €  G  such th a t <7,4 (a ) =  6 , i.e. a and b are in th e sam e orbit.
C ase 2: V o  £  G, 0 4 (a) f  b, i.e. a and b are not in the sam e orb it.
L et a.b =  b.a,. W e consider each o f the two cases.
C ase 1:
a A (a) =  b = >  [a] =  [6 ]
7r(a) =  [a] =  [b] =  7r(b)
Therefore 7 7 4 (0 ) , 7^4 (6 ) =  7 7 4 (6 ) .7 7 4 (a) w hen 3 cr £ G  s .t. (7 4 (a) =  b 
C ase 2:
a.b — 6 .a aib or a =  b
I f  a =  b then  7T4 (a) =  7 7 4 (6 ) and the com m u tativ ity  condition is satisfied.
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For abb we show th at 7rA (a)i7TA(&). Assum e, for a contrad iction , th a t 7Ta(&) /7T a(6).
ft a (<0 / n A {b) = >  [a] A [b] G a G(\i})
a A (T/i(b) G &{i) by definition of a t? ([■£])
bu t since ail a  G G  are com m utable, a G a (i)  = 4 - crA (b) 0  a (i)  so 7TA(a)/.7TA(6 ). Hence 
7rA(a) and 7rA(b) com m ute.
4 .2  T h e  C a t e g o r y  o f  V e c t o r  L a n g u a g e s
In  this section  a category o f vector languages w ill be constructed . It  will then be proved 
th a t there exists a functor from  th e category  of L S  isom orphism  identified in section 3.3 
to th is vector language category. T h is  functor will th en  be used to show th a t isom orphic 
system s have id entical behaviour. In  p articu lar, the action  o f a group of perm utations 
satisfying the conditions o f an  L S hom orphism  w ill result in a language system  w ith 
an identical behaviour. F irs t it is necessary to  prove th a t L S  isom orphism s, definition
3 .3 .1 , satisfy  th e com m u tativ ity  condition  (4 .1 .1 ). T h is p roof is needed in defining the 
functor.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 ,2 .1  L S isomorphisms satisfy the commutativity condition 4.1.1, that 
is:
a.b =  b.a = >  0 A(a )-0 A {b) =  0 A {b).0A{a>) 
fo r  0  =  (0 a , 01) satisfying definition 3.3.1 and a ,b  G A.
P r o o f
L et a.b — b.a then abb or a =  b
It  has been shown in proposition 3 .3 . 2  th a t for a L S isom orphism  0  =  (0 A, 0i)-,
□
0 A {oi(i)) =  a '(i1) 
0A (Li) — L\,
(4 .2 .5)
(4.2.6)
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Assum e a  % 6 , lienee a  Lb. From  (4 .2 .5 ),
a e  a(i) = >  <f>A(a) £ a '(0 j(Q )
and further
b </. a ( i ) = +  4>a{8) & c/(4>i{i)) since 0  a  is one to one
Hence
a £ a {i)  A b g  a (i)  ==> (f>A {a) 6  a ' ( 0 / ( i ) )  A 0a(& ) £
Sim ilarly
a g a(i) A b £  a{i) = »  (fA(a) g  a '(0 /(i)) A 0a(&) 6 a'(0ify))
and
a £  a(i) A 6 ^  a(i) = »  0a(u) ^  a'(0/(«)) A 0a(&) £  a '(0/W )
Therefore
a  l b = >  4>a { ° )  l 0 a (& )
and
0 a (o) -0 a (&) =  0 a (^ )-0 a (q) (4 .2 .7)
Assum e now th a t a  =  b, th en  0 a (a )  =  0a(& ) and
0A(q).0Afy) =  0Afy).0Afy) (4 .2 .8)
C om bining (4 .2 .7) and (4 .2 .8 ) we have th a t
a .b  — b .a  0A(a).0Afy) =  0a(&)-0a(q)
□
T h e  category o f vector languages will now be considered. An exam ple of an  o b ject in
th is category is a vector language C as defined is section  3.2 :
£  =  { x  £  A* |Vi £ I : x {i)  £ L i}
C andidate m orphism s betw een such o b jec ts  are the m onoid m orphism s defined 
0A* : A* — > (-^L7) * ’ b u t w hich preserve behaviour. W e show th a t it is possible to  
construct a category using the following definition of m orphism .
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D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .1  The m onoid morphism Pa * ■ A£ — * {A'a'Y  'JS a vecior language 
morphism if it satisfies:
Pa { £)  c  C! (4 .2 .9)
where C C A* and C  C  (A ^ ,)* .
I t  will now be shown th at such m orphism s are closed under com position.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .2 .2  For any two vector languages morphisms Pa * ' A* — > (A ^ ,)*  
and 6a * : (A 'a, ) *  — * (A ^/,)* we have the com position 6a * °  Pa * - A* — > (A7/,,,)* . The 
composition 9a * °  Pa * is a vector language morphism.
P r o o f  T h e  com position o f two functions is a function  so it is sufficient to show th at 
condition (4 .2 .9) holds for 6a  ° Pa *
Let x E C ,
4,*o^4*(x) =  0A*(<Pa (x))
=  6a * {%!) where x' £  C! by (4 .2 .9) for Pa 
— x f  where x '  £  C" by (4 .2 .9) for # 4 *
Hence O ff °  Pa *(%) Q £ "  and the com position satisfies (4 .2 .9 ).
□
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .2 .3  Vector languages and their morphisms form  a category.
P r o o f  Vector language m orphism s are closed under com position (proposition 4 .2 .2) and 
their com positions are associative (by virtue of being functions/m onoid  m orphism s). 
T h e  identity  is sim ply the m orphism  satisfy ing  Pa *(x ) =  x  for x  £  A * .
□
D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .2  Let V L  be the category o f vector languages described above.
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In  order to determ ine when behaviour is preserved w ithin a category we would like to 
define a functor from th e category  LS or one o f its wide subcategories to the category 
VL. Considering the first p art o f the definition of a functor 3.1.3 the m orphism s o f 
the dom ain category m ust be exten d able to  a well defined function  0 a * satisfying 
definition 4.2.1. T h e  next exam ple shows th a t it is not always possible to  extend an 
L S  hom om orphism  in this way.
Example 4.2.1 Consider language system s L S  and L S 1 with
I -  {ft ,ft}
A  =  {a ,  6 , c }
a ( f t )  =  {a , b] a ( f t )  =  { c }  
Lix (abf Lh =  c*
Aa. —
C =
I' =  { j u j  2 }
A! =  {p , q, r }
a'(ji) =  {p, g} a'(j2) =  {p, q, r} 
L'f^K pq)* L 'j^ L 'i jJ U r*
U
P \ 9
AL =
a  =
vq \ I A Pi 1 (J
Given 0  : LS —¥ LS' comprising a relation 0 i and the function 0 a  such that
01 =  {(ft , Ji), (ft > ft), (ft, ,7*2)}
and
0 A(a) =  p 0 A{b) = q  0 A{c ) =  r
Clearly, 0  =  (0 i ,0 a ) is a LS homomorphism. 
Returning to the relation 0 A*,
4a
ab 
c
= 4A*l(a.b.c)*
=  I  (p-q r)' |J 4 {p-r.q)' |J 4 {‘L-m Y
C ( 4 , , ) *  but % C !
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In this example, the vector language is not preserved and the event vectors commute in 
LS but their images do not commute in LS'. For example,
a.c = c.a but 0a(gO-0a(c) — P-L Y L-P — 4> a F ) a (°)
Even if we restrict 0 so that 0/ and 0a are both bijections, it is still not the case that 
the relation 0a* preserves vector languages, as the next example shows.
Example 4.2.2 For language systems LS and LS1 let
I  =  0*i, *2} T  =  { 3 1 J 2 }
A =  {a, b} A! =  [p, q}
a{ii) =  {a} a(i2) =  {b} a'(ji) =  {p} a'{j2) =  {p,q}
Lh =  a* Lh =  b* L'h =  p* L'h  =  q* U q*p
—  bO)} -{(:){:
C = A'a £ ' =  f u  2*p
Let 0/ and 0a be bijective functions such that
0 / ( « i )= i i  4>i{h)—h  and 0a(°O = P 0a(&) = q 
Clearly, 0 =  (0/,0a) is a LS homomorphism
0A {In ) =  P — and 0A {Iji2) — q C dj(pI^2)
but
0a*(£) =  0a*(A*) = K , ) * 2 D'
Note that the event vectors in LS commute, that is a.b = b.a, but their images in LS1 
do not commute since p.q f  q.p, which is to say that 0A(a).0A(b) 7^  4>a {8)-4>a (o) ‘ It is 
also worth noting that 0 =  (0/ , 0a) is a bijective function but not an isomorphism in 
the categorical sense, since (f>A1{a'(j2)) =  {a, b} =£ a(i2).
In the next example, the morphism satisfies the commutativity condition and 0/ and 
0A are both onto functions.
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Example 4.2.3 Consider language system s L S  and LS' with
/  =  {HA 2 } T  =  { j i }
A  -  {a ,  6 , c }  A 1 =  {p , g }
a ( n )  =  {a , b}  a {i2) =  {a ,  c }  a ' ( j i )  =  {p, q}
L n  (a&)* Li2 = |  (a c )*  L'h  (pq )*
£  = |  (a-6.c)*U 1 (a.c.6)* £ ' = 1  (+•?)*
Given p  : L 5  f t  LS' comprising onto functions p i and Pa such that
Pl(i 1 ) -  Plih )  =  j i  and p A (a) =  p p A{b) =  q P a ( c )  = q
Clearly, p  =  (p i ,p A ) is a LS homomorphism and the event vectors b and c commute 
in L S  and their images in LS' also commute, hence Pa * is a well defined function, 
however
pA*{a.b.c) =  p.q.q  = g  £  
and so behaviour is not preserved.
So far, in a ttem p ting  to find a m orphism  th a t satisfies satisfying definition 4 .2 .1 , the 
following counter-exam ples have been  given:
1 . A n LS hom om orphism  com prising b ijectiv e  functions p i  and Pa  where Pa * is a 
relation  (hence com m u tativ ity  is not preserved).
2 . An L S hom om orphism  com prising onto functions p i  and Pa where pA * is a well- 
defined function  (hence com m u tativ ity  is preserved).
Prom  the first counter-exam ple, we conclude th a t an LS hom om orphism  com prising 
b ijective functions th a t do not satisfy  the com m u tativity  condition will not preserve 
behaviour.
Prom  the second counter-exam ple, we conclude th a t an L S hom om orphism  com prising 
onto functions th a t preserve com m u tativ ity  will not preserve behaviour. T h is  case is 
of particu lar in terest since the functions of the pro jection  m orphism  are b o th  onto. 
T h e  other possibilities for p i  and Pa is th a t they  are one to one functions or b ijectiv e
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functions. We can exclude 0/ a one to one function  as this m ay result in processes in 
LS' th a t are not in the im age o f 0 /  and hence th e  contribu tion  o f such processes to the 
stru ctu re of the language system  would not be preserved by the m orphism . Sim ilarly, 
we can exclude 0 a  a  one to one function  as th is may result in p G A'a, th at are not in 
the im age of 0 a * .  C onsequently we next consider an  exam ple in w hich com m utativity  
is preserved and 0 /  is onto and 0 a  a  b ijection .
Example 4.2.4 Consider language systems LS and LS' with
7 = {ft, ft, ft} / 7 =  {ft }
A  =  { a ,  6 , c }  A  =  {a , 6 , c }
cftft) =  {a ,  6 }  cn(ft) =  {a ,  c }  a ( f t )  =  { 6 , c }  a 7 ( f t )  =  { a , b, c }
Lh = 4  (ab)* Lh - I  (ac)* Lh = 4  (6c)* L’h = i  (a6)*U  }  (ac)*U  0 (6c)*
C (a .6 .c)* C' = 1  (a.6)*U  {  (a .c)*U  {  (6 .c)*
Given 0 : LS —y LS' comprising 0/ an onto function and and 0a a bijection such that
0/ (ft) =  01 (ft) =  01 (ft) =  ft and 0A{a) =  IdA
The function 0a * is well defined but does not preserve behaviour:
0A*(a.b.c) — a.b.c =  U
We next consider a m orphism  such th a t 0/ is a b ijection , 0a is an onto function.
Example 4.2.5 Consider language systems LS and LS' with
/  =  {ft, ft, ft} I' =  {ft, ft, ft}
A =  {a , 6, c }  A' =  {p, g, r }
cftft) =  {a ,  6 } a ( f t )  =  {6 , c }  a 7 ( f t )  =  {p , g} a 7 ( f t )  =  {g }
a ( f t )  =  { a , c }  a '( f t )  =  { p ,g }
Lh ^ ( a b r  Li2=i(bc)*  fy 3 = 4 M *  L'h = i  (pg)* T ' 2 =  g* L 73 = 0  (pgft
£  (a .6 .c)* £ 7 (p.g)*
Given 0 : LS —y LS' comprising 0 / a bijection and 0a an onto function such that
0 i ( f t ) =  f t  0 / ( f t )  =  f t  0 / ( f t ) =  f t  an # 0 .4 (a) =  p 0 a ( 6 ) =  g 0 a (c )  =  g
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The function p £  is well defined but does not preserve behaviour:
Pa * (a.b.c) =  p.q.q  =  g  £
We now restrict the definition of m orphism  s till further so th a t com m utativity  is pre­
served and p — (p i, Pa ) is an L S hom om orphism  w ith p i  and Pa b o th  b ijective func­
tions.
Example 4.2.6 Consider language system s L S  and L S 1 with
I  =  { h f i  2 }  I ' =  { j i , j 2 }
A  =  {a ,  b}  A' =  {p , q }
a ( r i )  =  {a ,  b} a (z2) =  { a }  a ' ( j i )  =  {+,<?} a '( j2) -  [p ,q ]
Lix = |  (ab)* L i2 =  a L'h  = 4  (pq)* L'h  = p C q
C — (a.b) £  — P
Given p  : LS  f t  LS' comprising p i and Pa  both bijections such that
< M * i ) = j i  P l(h )  -  .72 and p A (a) =  p  p A(b) =  q
The function pA* is well defined but does not preserve behaviour:
P £ a .b  =  p .q — g  £
N ote th a t although the functions p i  and Pa in  the last exam ple are b o th  b ijection s, 
p =  (p i, Pa) is not an L S  isom orphism , e.g. P a ~ 1 ( £ U2 )) 2  ^ (^ 2 )•
T h e  results o f the preceding exam ples will now be sum m arised. I t  has been shown th a t 
m orphism s in the category  L S , i.e. L S  hom om orphism s p, m ay not always be extended 
to  a function p £  w hich preserves behaviour, th e required property  o f m orphism  in the 
category V L , even if  p  com prises p i  and Pa w hich are b ijections. Sim ilarly, it has 
been shown th at m orphism s in the category C P - L S  may not always be extended to a 
function Pa * w hich preserves behaviour. T h is  suggests we need to consider restrictin g  
the definition of an L S hom om orphism  still further, for exam ple requiring pA  to be a 
b ijectio n  on the a lp habets. However, the n ext exam ple shows th a t an L S  hom om or­
phism  which for w hich Pa  and p i  are b o th  onto and Pa  a  b ijectio n  on the a lp habets 
may also not be extended to  Pa * satisfying 4 .2 .1 .
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E x a m p le  4 .2 .7  Consider language system s L S  and LS' with
I  =  {*1+ 2}
A — {a ,  b}
a ( i i )  — {a ,  6 }  a (i2) =  {b, c]
Lh (ab)* Li2 = 4. (cb)*
I' = Oil
A! =  {p , q} 
a'{ji) = {;p,g}
L'n =4 (pg)*
Given  0  : LS ~¥ LS' comprising 0 /  and 0 a  both onto functions such that
4>l(h) =  j  1 4>i(i2 ) =  j  1 a n d  0 a ( a )  =  0 a ( c )  = p  0 a  fy ) = q
and 0 a  : a:(i) —> a / (0 / ( i ) )  a bijection such that
0 a W * O )  =  0 a ( { +  6}) =  {p, g} and 0 a  (<*(*2 )) =  0 a({& , c } )  =  {p> g}
die function  0 a *  wed defined but does not preserve behaviour:
For a.c.b £ C 0 a *  (a .c .b) — P-P-q =  2  £  (P-#)*
We conclude th at th e dom ain of a functor to  the category o f vector languages can not 
be any o f the su bcategories o f L S  considered in the above exam ples. However, it is 
possible to define a  functor from  the wide su bcategory  o f L S  in which the m orphism s 
are L S  isom orphism s, definition 3 .3 .1 , to the category V L ,  as the next proposition 
proves.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .2 .4  The mapping L V  : L S  —¥ V L  comprising LV0bj which maps lan­
guage systems to vector languages and LVmor which maps LS isomorphisms to vector 
language morphisms satisfies the definition 3.1.3 so is a functor. The domain o f  this 
functor is the wide subcategory o f  L S  in which the morphisms are L S  isomorphisms.
P r o o f  T h e  m apping LV0bj is satisfied by definition 3.2.3.
A n LS isom orphism  0 =  (0a, 0/) preserves com m utativity , proposition 4 .2 .1 , so may 
be extended to th e m onoid m orphism  0a* : A* — ¥ (A ^ ,)* . A n L S isom orphism  also 
satisfies the vector language m orphism  condition 4 .2 .9 , proposition 3.3.2.
□
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For LS isom orphism s 0  and 6, 0  o 9 =  Id. T h e  functor LV ensures th a t isom orphism s 
in LS map to isom orphism s in VL:
LVmor (0 ) ° LVjnor (9) = LVmor(0 o 9) by definition o f a functor 
= LVmor(Id) — Id
T h e  behavioural conclusion to be drawn from  this is th a t isom orphic language system s 
have identical behaviour. Hence if  0  : LS LS' is an LS isom orphism  then L = A  
(where L  is the vector language o f th e language system  L S , etc).
R ecall that perm utations on fin ite sets I  and A satisfying the conditions ( 3 .2 . 1 ) and 
(3 .2 .2 ), are L S autom orphism s, proposition  3 .4 .1 . Hence choosing perm utations satisfy ­
ing (3 .2 .1) and (3 .2 .2) ensures behavioural preservation, so these perm utations represent 
a sym m etry of the system . T h is  suggests an  au tom atic m ethod for finding sym m etries 
of a language system , i.e. if  I  and A are fin ite then, for any p erm utation  on I  and 
A, it is only necessary to  check th a t 3 .2 . 1  and 3 .2 . 2  are satisfied to  conclude th at the 
perm utation  is a  sym m etry  of th e  language system .
T h e  exam ples in section  3.5 will now b e reconsidered in the con text o f preservation 
of languages betw een a  language system  and its quotient. P rop osition  3 .5 .3  tells us 
th a t the quotient m orphism  functions are in the category LS. Therefore in order for 
7r : LS —» LSg to be extended to  a well defined m onoid m orphism  betw een a language 
system  and its quotient, 7r m ust satisfy  th e com m utativity  condition  4 .1 .1 .
In  exam ple 3 .5 .2 , we have
b.c — c.b and 7Ta(6 ) .7Ta(c) =  7TA(c).7rA(6 )
thus 7r satisfies the com m u tativ ity  condition 4 .1 .1 . However, in exam ple 3 .5 .3 , con­
dition 4.1 .1  does not hold. T h e  functions which make up the quotient m orphism , 717 
and 7T/i, are onto functions. T h e  quotient m orphism  satisfies the properties of an LS 
hom om orphism , proposition 3 .5 .3 . I t  has been shown (exam ple 4 .2 .3 ) th at even w ith 
com m utativity  preservation, L S  hom om orphism s com prising onto functions on the sets 
I  and A do not satisfy  the definition of a  V L  m orphism  and hence do not preserve
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behaviour. Hence the quotient m orphism , as currently  defined, does not preserve be­
haviour and so it would not be possible to  infer behaviour properties of a language 
system  from  its quotient.
In  a ttem p ting  to define a m orphism  from  the category of language system s to the 
category of vector languages, we have shown in this section th a t the properties of an 
LS hom om orphism , (3 .2 .1) and (3 .2 .2 ), do not preserve behaviour betw een two language 
system s. T h is  m otivates a d irect p roof o f th e conditions th a t a L S hom om orphism  must 
satisfy  to preserve behaviour, w hich is th e su b je c t of the next section.
4 .3  A  P r o o f  o f  B e h a v i o u r  P r e s e r v a t i o n
T h is  section begins w ith  an inform al discussion of behaviour preservation w hich m oti­
vates the conditions required for the proofs th a t follow.
L et 0  : LS -¥  LS' be an L S hom om orphism  w hich satisfies the com m u tativ ity  condition. 
I f  x  — is in the vector language o f th e  language system  LS, then  by definition,
#(Q  £  Li for any i £  I  where x (i)  =  a i( i ) . . .  an (i).
D enote 0 a (° i)O O  • • • 0a(Q tO (O  by 0 A (& ii')0 A(&2 i/ ) • • • 0A (a fci') where k <  n. From  
the definition o f the a-event vector above, it is clear th a t each 0 a  (% v) represents a 
0 a (Qj ) e
Now
(pA*{x)(l) =  0A*(<U ...On)(«')
“  (0 A (a i)  »»-0A(Qn)) ( 0  
=  0A ( Q • ♦ • 0A(On)(O
T h e  a-event vector of 0 a (g i )> is defined as
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W e know th a t 0 a * ( a )  £  ( /fy, )* b u t for th e (well defined) function  0 a *  to preserve 
behaviour, i.e. Pa * (£ )  C  £ ,  we require
0 A * (z ) (O  =  ^A(ai*O0A(a2»O • • • 0 a M ' )  G £•/ V / £  I '  (4 .3 .10)
To illu strate  this discussion let us re tu rn  to exam ple 4.2.5. For a.b.c £  £ ,  we have
Pa * [a.b.c) =  p.q.q  =
/ P \ 
A
V p / v < ? /
so the j i - t h  com ponent of p £ (a.b.c), denoted 0 a(<2 j 1 ) 0 a ( ^ 'i ) 0 a ( c j1) 1S PQT sim ilarly  
the j 2 -th  com ponent denoted pA(aj2)pA[bj2)pA(cj2) is qq and the j 3 - th  com ponent, 
0 A ( ) 0 a  (bj3) Pa (cj3), pgg. In  th is exam ple, only the 0 2 -th  com ponent is an elem ent 
of its corresponding string  language in L which is expected since p £ ( £ )  % £  in  th is 
exam ple.
T h is  discussion of behaviour preservation will now be form alised, after som e definitions.
Definition 4.3.1 Let p — (0/, 0a) be an LS homomorphism such that the commuta­
tivity condition holds for 0a : Aa -ft A'a,, yielding Pa* • A* ft  (A^,)* a well defined 
function and for x &£ ,  p £ ( x )  C (A^,)* .
Define
[ u  6 L }
4 ( 0  =  * 1*  (4 .3 .11)
I {A } if no i £ I  exists such that ipi'
By property (3.2 .2) o f a LS homomorphism, 4 ( 0  C L ' , .
The resulting vector language is defined as £^ — {y £ (A'a,)* | y(i') £ 4 ( 0 }
T h ese new definitions are included in figure 4 .1 . T h e  lower p art of th is figure refers to 
the possibility  of extending 0 a  : Aa f t  A'a, to  a well-defined function Pa* • £  ->  (A'a/)* 
if  the com m u tativity  condition holds. O ur o b jectiv e  is to  determ ine when Pa*(£) Q £  
and in the inform al discussion a t the s ta rt of this section, the condition required to  
achieve th is was identified, (4 .3 .10 ). T h e  vector language 4  has been introduced 
in order to  facilita te  our ob jectiv e . In  the next lem m a we see th a t, under certa in  
conditions, p £ [ £ )  C £^.
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A-
I-
0A
4i
A'
■I1
Figure 4 .1 : E lem ents of language system s and the relationships betw een them  
Lemma 4.3.1 For 0  and as described in definition f.3 .1 ,
4a {£) c  4
V x  £  £  o f  the form  x — a \ . . .a n
if 0A*{g±-- ■On) =  0A{aii')0A(a.2i') ■ • • 0A(a>ki>) f t  A
then 3  i G I  and b\b2 . . .  bk £ Li
such that
i 0 l%' and 0 a ( K )  =  0 A(o>nil)
Proof
In  the = >  d irection:
L et x  =  o \ . . .  On G C  then  by hypothesis
0A*(x) =0A*(ai...On) C 4
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th e z'-th com ponent o f which, som e i' G I 1, is o f the form  0 A (a ii ') 0 A(a 2 i') • • • 0 A  (&/«') 
and is an elem ent o f L $(i'), also by hypothesis. Hence, by definition of L f i ' ) ,  there 
exists i G f  and b\b2 ■ ■ • £>& G Li such th a t i f f  and 0 a  (bn) =  0 a
In  the 4 =  direction:
To show 0 a * ( £ )  T  it m ust be proved th a t 0A *(2-)(i/) G L ^ (£ )  Vi' € I', x  E C.
B y  hypothesis, V i' G V  , EH G /  such th at i f f .
Now
0 A *(£ )(O  =  f A f u ' ) f A ( a 2i>) . . . 0 A(ajbiO
=  fA {b i ) fA (b 2 ) . . . f A { b k )  by hypothesis 
=  0 a  ( M 2  . . .  6 jb) where M 2 . . .  6 * G Ir»
€ L* (0
H ence 0 a * (jC) C
□
To clarify  how the conditions in lem m a 4.3 .1  correspond bo bhe requirem ents for b e­
haviour preservation set out in th e preceding inform al discussion, consider the p roof in 
the F =  direction. N otice th a t th e existence o f i G I  and b\b2 . .  .b k G Li such th a t i f f  
and 0a(&ti) =  f A f n i ')  ensures a result analogous to  condition (4 .3 .10) in the inform al 
discussion. In  order for these criteria  to be present, the function  0 /  : I  ~¥ I' m ust be 
onto. Fu rther we require 0 a  : ct(i) -¥  a ( f i ( i ) )  to be a b ijectio n . In  the next proposition 
it is proved th a t these requirem ents are needed to ensure th a t f  satisfies lem m a 4 .3 .1 .
Proposition 4.3.1 I f
0A : A  —¥ A! is a bijection  (4 .3 .12)
f i ' . I ~ ¥ l '  is onto (4 .3 .13)
and fo r  all i G /  0 a  : o:(i) —¥ a ( f j ( i )) is a bijection  (4 .3 .14)
then
0 =  (0 /,0a) satisfies lemma 4-3.1
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Proof
L et x  =  a i ... On £  £ and let %' be an elem ent o f V  such th a t 0 a * (oi • ■ • ft A.
W ith o u t loss o f generality, le t 0 a * ( q i  ■ • • fln ) (^ )  — 0 a {°‘U') • • • 4>A{aki') where k <  n. 
T h e n  since 0 /  is onto we have i £ I  such th a t 0 i( i )  =  i '.
Fu rth er since 0a  • a f t )  -+  a ( 0 / f t ) )  is a  b ijectio n  we have a  unique elem ent br £  a (i)  
such th a t 0A(br ) =  0 a  (a™7)) where r  — 1 . . .  k. As 0 a  : A  —y A 1 is a  b ijection  we have
by* — Qiy.^  •
I t  will now b e shown th a t b \ .. .b k — ( o x . . .  OrOft) to prove th a t b\.. .bk £ Lp  We have 
b\. . .  bk G a f t ) *  and ( a i . . .  an)(i)  £ Li C a f t ) *  (by definition o f L)  such th at
0 a ( 6 i  ■■  - h )  -  0A*{ai  • • ■ Q n ) f t ; )
=  0A(ai) ■ • • 0A(an){i )
=  0 a (°- i )  • * * 0 A(ar ) where each 0 a ( « i ) ,  • * •, 0 a  O v ) £  a f t / )  and r  < n  
— 0 a ( c j i . . .  ar )
=  0 a [ (£ i  - • • On)ft)] since { a\, . . . ,  ar }  =  a f t )  for i such th a t 0 i ( i )  =  /
I t  has been shown th a t 0A(b\ . .  .b k) — 0 a [ (o i  . . .  On)ft)]- Since 0 a  is one to one, 
b i . . . b h =  (« i . . . a n) f t j  £  Li .
□
E xam p le 4 .2 .7  dem onstrates th a t the conditions stated  in proposition 4.3 .1  cannot 
in general be weakened to  a b ijectio n  on a lp habets w ith 0 a  : A  —y A' not a b ijection . 
Exam ple 4 .2 .4  shows th a t the conditions cannot be weakened to  0 a  : A  ~y A' a  b ijectio n  
bu t 0 a  not a b ijectio n  on alp habets.
Together, lem m a 4 .3 .1  and proposition  4 .3 .1  give the conditions under which 0  an L S 
hom om orphism  preserves behaviour. I t  has been  proved th a t if  0  : L S  —y LS' satisfies
0A : A  -y  A! is a b ijectio n
0 /  : I  —y I' is onto
and for all i £ I 0a : aft) —f a(0jft)) is a bijection
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then  0 a * ( £ )  C £!^ where C'^C. £ .  T h e  p ro jectio n  m orphism  7r will not in general meet 
the conditions above since 7ta : A  f t  A q  is not a  b ijection . I t  is therefore not possible 
to use the results o f this section  in their current form  to prove th a t t ta * (£ )  C  Cq where 
C q  is the vector language of the quotient system . In  the next section  we address this 
problem  by sp litting  the p ro jection  m orphism .
4.4  The Split M orphism
VVe can split the an LS hom om orphism  p  into 77 and p  where p  o 77 =  p, as stated  in 
the next definition.
D e f in i t io n  4 .4 .1  Let p  =  ( 0 / , 0 a )  an LS homomorphism be such that p i : I  f t  P  and
Pa  : A  f t  A 1 are both onto. Then we form  a new system  L S  — ( I " ,A " ,a " ,L ” ) with
I "  =  I  (4 .4 .15)
A "  =  A 1 (4 .4 .16)
a" (i) =  pA{a{i)) (4 .4 .17)
L'l =  PA(Li) (4 .4 .18)
Then we have 77 : (I , A )  f t  ( I " , A " )  such that
77/ ( 7 ) =  i fo r  i E I  
77 a  (a) — Pa (o) fo r  a E A
and p  : (I " , A ")  f t  ( I 1, A ') such that
p i i i )  =  p i(i)  fo r  i E I "  
hA {a") =  a" fo r  a" £  A "
In summary:
va .1 a r-A 1 /A  - ^ f t  A
4>a Id a"
I  — j "  — > ji
Idi <j>i
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further
Proposition 4.4.1 T h e  fu n c tio n s  rj and p  are LS hom om orphism s, i.e. they sa tisfy  
(3.2.1) and (3.2.2).
Proof
For p : ( I ,  A )  —> (I" , A " ) it must be shown that
V a W ) )  C a "(p 7(i)) and r)A ( U )  C L "/(i)
Now
?7a («(«)) =  0 a(cy(Q) by definition of pa 
=  a 4??) by 4.4.17 
=  a "(P f(0 )
r)A ( U )  =  f A ( U )  by definition of 77,4 
=  L " by 4.4.18
— T"Vi (*)
For p  : (I" , A " ) —¥ { I 1, A 1) it must be shown that
C a ' ( p i ( i ) )  and p A ( L ” ) Q  ^ ;(i)
Now
Pa(o:/,(«)) =  p a  ( M M ) ) )  by 4.4.17
=  4 > a ( M ) )  as p a  is the identity on A!'
C a '(i') by LS homomorphism property (3.2.1)
=  a ' ( p i ( i ) )  since i' =  f i ( i )  =  p i { i )
further
p A {L 'l) =  p A ( M U ) )  by 4.4.18
=  4 > a ( U )  as p a  is the identity on A"
C L\, by LS homomorphism property (3.2.2)
=  L ' ^  since i' =  f i ( i )  =  p r ( i )
□
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The motivation for splitting the morphism was to make the results of the last section 
applicable to the projection morphism 7r. Definition 4.4.1 of a split LS homomorphism 
0 required 0 / and 0a to be onto, which is satisfied by the projection morphism 7r.
The split projection morphism takes the form:
A  — -—y Aq — -—y Aq 
t t a  idA<3
I  I  Ig
Idi 7T/
From proposition 4.4.1 we have that 77 and p  satisfy the properties of an LS homomor­
phism, hence they also satisfy the conditions of a the projection morphism as 7r is in 
the category LS.
If we split 7r into p  and 77 into two morphisms in this way then it can be shown that 
one of the morphisms (p ) preserves behaviour; the second morphism is simpler than 7r. 
So the question of whether 7r preserves behaviour is reduced to the question of whether 
the more simple morphism 77 preserves behaviour.
Theorem 4.4.1 I f  0 is the p ro je c tio n  m orphism , fro m  a group action then p  satisfies 
the conditions o f lem m a f.3 .1 .
Proof
If 0x is the projection morphism then p  : ( A ,,, I ” ) —> (A', I ') comprises
p  : A "  ~y A 1 a bijection as p (a " ) =  a" Va" G A l!
p  : I"  - y  I'  onto as p ( i )  =  n i ( i )
It remains to be proved that p  : a ft) - y  cftft]) is a bijection.
Since p  is the identity on A"  then p  : aft) —» a (ft]) is one to one.
If 7r/ is the projection morphism associated to the action of the permutation a  —
( p i ^ A )  then since cj/ftaft)) =  a(crjft)), we have
aft) ~  a(0jft)) (4.4.19)
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L et <r /(«) =  i' and let p  £  o:([«]), then  there exists a £  A such th a t cta(g) =  P, since a a 
is a  b ijection , hence a ~  p. B y  (4 .4 .1 9 ), we m ust have ii  £  I  such th at a £  a (U )  and 
<3 7 (2 1 ) =  i1- W hence since 0 7 (2) =  0 7 (21 ) we have a £  a ( i ) such th a t 0 71 (0 ) =  p.
□
It  was stated  in definition 4 .3 .11 , th a t for a LS hom om orphism  p : LS f t  LS\ 
L(f>{i') C L 7,. A n analogous definition for a language system  and its quotient will 
now be considered. For 7r a p ro jection  m orphism  associated  to the action  of a group G 
of LS autom orphism , we have
■ M W )  =  U  { n A ( a b . . . ) \ a b . . . e L j }
{j e r | Tr / (j )=[i] }
In  the next proposition it is shown th a t £ ^ ( [ 2]) =  L G ((/])> where L G(H ) is string  
language of the quotient language system .
Proposition 4.4.2 For ir : (I, A) f t  ( I G,A G) a projection morphism associated to a 
group G of LS automorphisms a : ( / ,  A) f t  ( J ,  A ),
Lv([i]) =  LG{[i])
P roof
4 (H )  = U  { tta(x) \ x ... e  Lj}
{j6/|ir/(j)=[i]}
=  U  ( ^ W )  I X £ Li}
(ta&G
= {tt-a(z) ! X £  Li] since t a M M  = tta(u) 
— L G([2 ]) by definition
□
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F igure 4.2: E lem ents o f a language system s and its quotient and the relationships 
betw een them
Figure 4.1 is repeated  above, th is tim e for a language system  and its quotient.
Tw o approaches have been  taken to  address the im portant question o f behaviour preser­
vation. F irstly , a category o f vector languages VL w ith m orphism s 0 a * which preserve 
behaviour was constructed , and an investigation of which, if  any, o f the subcategories 
of LS would allow a  functor L V  : LS —y VL to be defined followed. T h is investiga­
tion took th e form  of a series o f  exam ples o f L S hom om orphism s between language 
system s, w ith the functions th a t 0  com prises being progressive more stric tly  defined. 
T h e  conclusion was th a t even w ith  0 j  and 0a  b ijective functions, the LS hom om or­
phism  0  could not be extended to  a fu nction  0a* th a t preserved behaviour. However, 
it was proved th a t w ith  the wide su bcategory  of LS in  w hich the m orphism s are LS 
isom orphism  as the dom ain, it was possible to  define the functor L V . T h e  behavioural 
conclusion to  be drawn from  this is th a t isom orphic language system s have identical 
behaviour.
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T h e  second approach identified a condition, 4 .3 .10 , th a t would ensure behaviour preser­
vation:
0A*(£)(/) = 0A {au/)0 A{ci2i>).. ■ 0A{aw) 6 L\, V/ G I’
and then  determ ined th e properties o f an L S  hom om orphism  0  needed to m eet th a t con­
dition. One of these properties was 0 a  a  b ijectiv e function, w hich would not generally 
b e  satisfied by the quotient m orphism  which com prises 7r j and 7ta b o th  onto functions. 
However, when 7r was sp lit into two m orphism s, p  and 77, b o th  of which are sim pler 
th an  7r, it was proved th a t p  had the properties required to preserve behaviour. Hence 
the problem  has been reduced to  considering if  77, which is sim pler than  7r, preserves 
behaviour. I f  it does, then  the p ro jectio n  m orphism  (which is the com position of 77 and 
p) preserves behaviour.
Chapter 5
Properties of Language Systems
In  th e last chapter, we identified th e conditions th a t a  L S  hom om orphism  f  : L S  ->  LS' 
m ust satisfy  to  ensure 0 a * ( £ )  C  CJ. U nder these conditions, any behaviour o f the 
language system  L S  is contained in th e im age of 4>a* • In  th is chapter we consider 
w hether specific behaviours, or properties, o f a language system  are preserved under 
0A*.
G iven language system s L S  and L S 1 and a m orphism  f  : L S  —¥ L S the questions we 
want to  address are:
• Given LS  satisfies a  property  P ,  does f  guarantee th a t L S 1 satisfies P ?
• Given LS' satisfies a property  P ,  does f  guarantee th at L S  satisfies P ?
T h ese  questions will be considered for f  any L S hom om orphism  and for f  an L S ho­
m om orphism  such th a t 0 a * ( £ )  Q £'•
R eading LS q for LS' th e answers to  these questions can provide insights into the 
behavioural conclusions th a t can b e  m ade about a  language system  from  its quotient, 
and such observations will b e  m ade.
T h e  properties th a t will be considered are absence o f deadlock and extensibility .
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5.1 Absence of Deadlock
A deadlock in a language system  would be characterised  by a vector th at could not be 
extended. A behaviour vector x €  C can not be extended if  there is no a G Aa such 
th a t x.a G C. Therefore, a language system  in which there are no deadlocks is one in 
w hich each of the behaviour vectors in  £  can  b e  extended. We say th a t such a language 
system  is live.
Definition 5.1.1 A language system is live if for all x £ C ,  there exists a G Aa such 
that x.a G C.
W e first consider the case when a language system  LS is live and exam ine w hether LS' 
is live given any L S hom om orphism  0  : LS —y LS'.
Example 5.1.1 Consider language systems LS and LS' with
/  =  {ft, ft} T -  {j\J2}
A =  {a , 6 } A! — {p , q}
a ( f t )  =  { a ,6 }  a ( f t )  =  { a }  a 7( f t )  =  {p, q} a’ (j2) =  {p,q}
Lh = 0  (ab)* Li2 =  a* L'jx (pq)* L'h =  p* U q
£=4 (a&)* A = p
Define 0  : LS -y LS' an L S homomorphism comprising a bijection 0 /  and a bijection 
0A such that
0/ (ft) = ft 0/ (ft) = ft 0aM = P  M b )  =  q
The function 0a* is well defined. The language system LS is live but the language 
system LS' is not.
T h is  last exam ple shows for 0  : LS —y LS' a L S  hom om orphism  and LS live, LS' is not 
necessarily live. W e now consider 0  an L S  hom om orphism s satisfying the conditions of 
proposition 4 .3 .1 , so th a t 0 a *(C) T  A .
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Proposition 5.1.1 Let p : LS f t  LS' be an LS homomorphism satisfying the condi­
tions of proposition 4-3.1 and further let pA* : £  ft  £ ' be onto. If LS is live then LS1 
is live.
P roof
Let x J £ £ . Since P a * : £  f t  £ ' is onto we have x  £  £  such that P a *(x ) =  x'.
As LS is live we have a £ Aa such that x.a £ £.
Now
P a *  (x.a) =  M (s )M & )
-  £ Pa {o)
C £ ; by definition of 0
Hence LS1 is live.
□
The above proposition requires that p £  : £  f t  £ ' is onto. The next examples shows
that this condition can not in general be relaxed.
Example 5.1.2 Consider language systems LS and LS1 with
i  =  {h }  I' =  0 ‘i}
A = {a, b} A' -  {p, q}
a { i i )  =  {a, 6} a '(ji) = {p, q}
Lh = l(a bT  L'h =0 (pq)* U q
£ 4  (a b)* £ = l (p q )* U q
If 0  : LS ft  LS1 comprises bijections pi and Pa such that
0 /(n ) =  ji Pa {£) =  V M b ) = q
then 0 satisfies the conditions of proposition 4-3-1 and we have p £ (£ )  4  (po)* *= £  
but there is no behaviour vector x in £  such that Pa*(x) = q, hence Pa* is not onto.
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The language system LS is live and the image of £  under 0a* is a behaviour vector that
can be extended, but the language system LS' is not live since there exists a behaviour
in C', namely q, which can not be extended.
We now consider whether the property that a language system is live transfers in the 
opposite direction, i.e. if the language system LS' is live is LS live given any LS 
homomorphism 0 : LS —¥ LS1? In the next example, 0 satisfies the conditions of 
proposition 4.3.1 so 0a*(£) Q £' -
Example 5.1.3 Consider language systems LS and LS' with
i  =  {h }  =  }
A =  {a, b} A' =  {f>,
a(ii) =  {o ,6} a '(jl) =  {? ,? }
Li, =J. ( ab) L'h =4 (pq)'
C = i  (ab) £  =1 (££)*
If 0 : LS —¥ LS' comprises bijections 0/ and 0a such that
<f>l{h) =  j  l 0a(o) =  P M b) =  Q
then 0 satisfies the conditions of proposition 4-3.1 and we have 0a*(£) =1 (pq). The 
language system LS' is live but the language system LS is not live.
Note that in the last example 0a* : C -¥ C  is not onto. The next proposition proves 
that if it is onto and LS' is live then LS is live.
Proposition 5.1.2 Let 0 : LS -¥ LS' be an LS homomorphism satisfying the condi­
tions of proposition 4-3.1 and further let 0a* : £ —¥ C  be onto. If LS' is live then LS 
is live.
P roof
Let x E £ .  Then 0 a *  (x) =  x' €  £'.
Under the conditions of proposition 4.3.1, 0a* : £ - + £ '  is a one to one function.
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As LS' is live we have a ' G A'a, such th a t x W  G £ '.  T h e  function 0 a  : A -+  A' 
is a b ijectio n  under the conditions of p roposition  4.3 .1  so we have a G A such th at 
0A (a) =  a '. Since 0 a * : £  —)■ £ '  is onto, there exists y  G £  such th at 4>a *(v ) =  a fV  =  
0A * (^ ) 0A (a) =  0 a  * a ) .
Since 0 a *  : £  —» £ '  is a b ijectio n  we have y =  spa, Hence L 5  is live.
□
T h is  resu lts for absence o f deadlock will now be considered for a language system  LS, 
its  quotient L S q and the p ro jec tio n  m orphism  it : L S  —> LS g • I f  ^  satisfies the 
conditions of propositions 5.1 .1  and 5 .1 .2  we can infer th a t a language system  is live 
(has no deadlocks) if  and only i f  its  quotient is live (has no deadlocks).
In  section  4 .4  7r was split such th a t 7r =  p  o p where p  satisfies the conditions of 
proposition 4 .3 .1 . W h eth er it satisfies conditions o f 4 .3 .1  can  then  be determ ined by 
considering the sim pler m orphism  p.
P ropositions 5.1.1 and 5 .1 .2  require th at tta* : £  ->  £ g  is an onto function w hich will 
not, in general, b e  satisfied by the p ro jectio n  m orphism  7r. In  exam ple 3.5 .2  we have 
£  =4- (M c )* U  4- ( a c &)* and £ g  =4- (M  [&])*• For the vector [a] [b] [a]] G £ g  there is no 
x E C  such th a t 7t a * {x ) — [a] [b] [a].
T h e  exam ples given in section  4 .2  can  be used to identify when 0 a *  : £  —> £ '  is not 
onto. In  exam ple 4 .2 .3 , we have 0 /  : I  -+  F  and 0 a  : A -+  A' b o th  onto functions and 
0A satisfies the com m utivity  condition, b u t we have p g p  6  £ '  which is not in the im age 
of 0 a * ( £ ) .  W hen 0 /  : I  —> I ' is onto, 0 a  : A -+  A ' a b ijectio n  and 0 a  satisfies the 
com m utivity condition (exam ple 4 .2 .4 ), 0 a *  : £  —)■ £ r is not, in general, onto. Sim ilarly, 
when 0 /  : I  —)• I ' is a  b ijectio n , 0 a  : A -+  A ' onto and 0 a  satisfies the com m utivity 
condition (exam ple 4 .2 .5 ).
In  th e next section  we consider a property  w hich is stronger th an  absence of deadlock, 
extensibility .
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5.2 Extensibility
A live language system  has the property  th a t any o f its behaviour vectors can be ex­
tended. E x ten sib ility  is the stronger property  th a t a behaviour vector can be extended 
in such a way th a t each process, i £ I  of the language system , makes progress.
Definition 5.2.1 A language system LS is extensible if for all i £ I  and x £ C  there 
exists z £ A* and a £ a(i) such that x.z.a £ C.
W e first consider the case w hen a language system  LS is extensib le and exam ine w hether 
LS1 is extensible given an L S  hom om orphism  0  : LS -y LS'.
In  exam ple 5.1.1, LS is extensib le  bu t LS' is not extensible. (N ote th at a live language 
system  is not always exten sib le). H ence, for 0 : LS ->  LS' any L S  hom om orphism , if  
LS is extensible, LS' will not b e  extensible, in general. W e now consider 0 satisfying 
the conditions o f proposition  4.3.1.
Proposition 5.2.1 Let 0 : LS —y LS’ be an L S homomorphism satisfying the condi­
tions of proposition f.3.1 and further let 0a* : C —y A  be onto. If LS is extensible then 
LS' is extensible.
P roof
L et x' £  A  and i' £  I'. S ince 0 a *  : C - y  A  is onto we have x £ C  such th at 0 a * Qk) =  A  ■ 
U nder the conditions o f proposition  4.3.1, 0/ : I  —y I' is onto, so we have i £ I  such
th a t 0 / ( 0  =  i'.
As LS is extensible we have, for a lH  £ I, z £ A* and a £ a(i) such th at x.z.a £ C. 
Now
4 a* [x.z.a) — 0a* (A)-0A* U)-0A (a)
= A 4 a *{A )4 a (A)
C A  by definition of 0 
W e have 0A *U ) Q ( 4 ' ) *  ancl 4a{<4 £  ct'(i') ,  hence LS' is extensible. □
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We now exam ine w hether the language system  LS  is extensib le given the language 
system  LS' is extensib le and p : L S  f t  LS' is an L S hom om orphism . Exam ple 5 .1 .3  in 
w hich L S 1 is extensib le bu t L S  is not shows th a t th is is not generally the case. T h e 
L S  hom om orphism  p  in exam ple 5 .1 .3  satisfies the conditions o f proposition 4.3.1 so 
p A*(C) C  £ ' ,  bu t P a* ’ ( £ )  f t  £  is not onto. W hen p A* : ( £ )  f t  £  is onto, if L S 1 is 
extensible then  L S  is extensib le, as th e next proposition proves.
P r o p o s i t io n  5 .2 .2  Let p : L S  f t  LS' be an L S  homomorphism satisfying the condi­
tions o f  proposition 4-3.1 and further let p A* : £  f t  £  be onto. I f  L S 1 is extensible 
then L S  is extensible.
P r o o f
Under the conditions o f proposition  4 .3 .1 , p A* : £  f t  £ '  is a one to  one function.
L et x  £  £  and i £  I .  T h e n  P a * (x ) =  x 1 E £  and p i( i)  =  i' E I'.
T h e  language system  LS' is extensib le, so there exists £  E (A ^ ,)*  and a! E a '(i')  such 
th a t £  z' a/ E £  -
T h e  function p A • A f t  A' is a b ije ctio n  so we have a £  A such th a t Pa [Ql) =  £  an d 
z  £  A* such th a t Pa *{z ) =  £ -  As p A* : £  f t  £ '  is onto we have y  E £  such th at 
pA *{y) =  £  £  £  — &a * { £ ) M { z ) £ a {£) =  P £ ( x z g ) .  As Pa * : £  f t  £ '  is a b ijectio n  we 
have y  =  x z a .
Under the conditions o f proposition  4 .3 .1 , p A ■ o:(i) f t  a (p i ( i ) )  is a b ijection . We have 
a1 =  Pa (o) E a '(i')  hence a €  a ( 2 ). H ence LS  is extensible.
□
Given a language system  L S , its  quotient L S q and the p ro jectio n  m orphism
7r : L S  f t  LS g , we can infer from  propositions 5.2.1 and 5.2 .2  th a t if  tt satisfies the
conditions o f those propositions th en  LS  is extensib le if  and only if  L S q is extensible.
Chapter 6
Categorical Relationship Between 
Nets and Language Systems
In  this chapter we extend our reasoning about concurrent system s to another m odel 
o f concurrency, nam ely elem entary  net system s. T h is is achieved by establish ing the 
categorical relationship  betw een elem entary net system s and language system s. I t  starts 
by presenting a con stru ction  th a t describes the behaviour o f an elem entary net system  
in term s o f a vector language. I t  is then  shown th at this construction  extends to a 
functor from  the category o f elem entary net system s, denoted E N , to the category L S . 
T h e  category of elem entary net system s used in th is chapter is as presented by Nielsen 
and Sassone in [20].
A functor from  a su bcategory  of L S  to  E N  is defined, which together w ith the previ­
ously defined functor will com prise an ad junction .
6.1 Elem entary N ets and the category E N
E lem entary  net system s were introduced by T h ia g a ra ja n  [31]. Som e basic concepts 
concerning this fundam ental class o f nets will be given.
Definition 6.1.1 An elementary net is a triple (P ,T ,F ) where P and T are disjoint
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sets o f places and transitions, respectively, F  C ( P  x  T )  U (T  x  P ) is the flow relation, 
and P  fl T  =  0 and P U T / 0 ,  where 0 is the empty set.
T h e  pre-elem ents and post-elem ents o f x  E P  U T  are denoted:
*x =  {y\ (y ,x )  E F }  the set of pre-elem ents o f x  
x * =  {yi (m, y) E F }  th e set of post-elem ents o f x
D e f in i t io n  6 .1 .2  An elem entary net system  is a quadruple E N  — (P,T,F, Min) where 
(P, T, P ) is the underlying net and Min C P is the initial marking o f E N .
A net may be represented graphical using circles as places, rectangles as transitions 
and directed arcs denoting the elem ents o f the flow relation. A m arked place contains 
a  token, denoted •. E ach  place in  an elem entary net system  may only hold one token. 
Below  is an elem entary net system  w ith in itia l m arking { 1 , 2 } .
T h e  sta te  of a  net is th e set o f m arked places holding concurrently, called the m arking. 
A net can have an infinite s ta te  space and an exam ple of such a net is th a t in figure
6.1. A tran sition  t is enabled, or can  fire, in a given m arking p  C  P  (denoted p  [/)) if  
a ll o f its pre-elem ents are m arked and none of its post-elem ents are m arked. T h e  firing 
(or occurrence) rule o f an elem entary net sta tes  th a t the tran sition  t can occur at the 
m arking p and lead to the m arking p', denoted p [t) p1, if  p  [t) and p1 =  (p — *t) U P .  
T h e  dynam ic behaviour of an  elem entary  net is determ ined by its  firing rule.
W hen  a  tran sitio n  occurs, each o f its  pre-elem ents ceases to be m arked and all o f its 
post-elem ents becom e m arked. So in our exam ple, figure 6.1, tran sition  a is enabled in
F ig u re 6.1: A n elem entary net
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the in itia l m arking. A fter a occurs, the m arking of the net is {3,4} and b o th  b and c 
are enabled.
T h e  sta te  space of a net, denoted P m , is the set o f reachable m arkings, which may be 
defined as the least su bset of V (P )  contain ing M 7n such th at (p E V (P )  and p [/) p') = > -  
p' E P n -
To determ ine w hether a tran sitio n  can  occur it is necessary to  check b o th  th e pre­
elem ents (to  see th at they are m arked) and the post-elem ents (to see if  they  are not 
m arked). A n elem entary net is said  to  be contact-free if, for all i  £  T  and for all p £  Pm, 
then  mt C p t* Hp =  0. H ence in  a contact-free net it is only necessary to  check the 
pre-elem ents o f a tran sitio n  to  determ ine w hether it can fire. T h e  exam ple net, figure
6.1, is contact-free. A n exam ple of a net w hich is not contact-free is th at following 
exam ple 6.3.2, later in th is chap ter. Here we give an exam ple of a  sim ple elem entary 
net system  which is not con tact free:
1 a 2 b 3
© --------------  KD---*€3------ <D
Figure 6.2: An elem entary  net w hich is not contact-free
In  the net in figure 6.2, tran sitio n  a can not occur since its post-elem ent is m arked, 
illu strating  contact. T ran sition  a can only occur after tran sition  b has occurred.
For any elem entary net it is possible to  constru ct another elem entary net w ith the sam e 
firing rule bu t which is con tact free. T h is  construction  is called th e place com plem enta­
tion  of a net. In  the p lace com plem ented version o f a net it is only necessary to  consider 
the pre-elem ents of a  tran sitio n  to determ ine w hether it can fire. T h e  construction  of a 
p lace com plem ented net will be illu strated  by an exam ple before the form al definition 
is given.
To construct the place com p lem entation  of an elem entary net, for each p  £  P  add its 
place com plem entation, denoted p, such th at
P * =  *P *P — P* and P e A 4  +=+ P £ Min
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T h e  set o f com plem entary places is denoted P  and has the property  th at P  fl P  =  0.
F igure 6.3 depicts the p lace com plem ented version o f the net in figure 6.2. T h e  original 
n et has places { 1 , 2 }  in the in itia l m arking and place 3 not in the in itia l m arking. T h e  
place com plem entation of places 1 and 2 are places I and 2 respectively, b o th  of which 
will not be in the in itia l m arking. T h e  place com plem entation of place 3 is place 3 
will is in the in itia l m arking. H ence the places in the place com plem ented net are 
{ 1 , 2 ,  3 , 1, 2 , 3 } .  T h e  flow relation  o f the com plem ented net com prises the flow relation  
o f the original net together w ith  ad ditional elem ents determ ined by p * =  *p *p = p*. 
For exam ple, in the original net p lace 2 has the pre-elem ent a so a will be the p ost­
elem ent of 2. T h e  post-elem ent o f place 2 in th e original net is transition  b so b will be 
the pre-elem ent o f 2.
F igure 6.3: T h e  p lace com plem entation  o f the net in figure 6.2
N otice th at the con tact previously described for the net in figure 6.2 is no longer 
present in its place com plem ented form  since a is no longer enabled in the in itia l 
m arking. T ran sition  b is enabled  by the in itia l m arking and the occurrence o f b results 
in m arking in which a is enabled, w hich is the firing sequence o f the not contact-free 
net, figure 6.2.
A place com plem entation o f an  elem entary  net will now be defined.
D e f in i t io n  6 .1 .3  Given an elem entary net E N  =  (Pi, T i , P i , M;ni), its place comple­
mentation is another elem entary net E N  =  (P2,T2, P2,Mjn2) where
P 2 =  P\ U P i 
T2 = Ti
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+2 = P i U P i where (p, a) E Pi +=+ (a ,p ) E Fi and (a,p) E Pi (p ,a)E P i
Min2 — M {n y U fp [ p (f Mini}
A further exam ple of a place com plem ented net is now given.
F igure 6.4: T h e  p lace com plem entation of the net in figure 6.1
In  [20], Nielsen and Sassone present a category E N  of elem entary net system s w ith 
th e ir m orphism s defined as follows:
D e f in i t io n  6 .1 .4  For two elem entary net system s E N  =  (P ,T ,F ,M in ) and E N 1 — 
(P * ,T ' , F ' , M -n) , a morphism' ({3, rf) : E N  —¥ E N 1 consists o f  a relation (3 C  P  x  P ’ 
such that (3~l is a partial function  P 1 P , and a function  77 : T  T ’ such that
V (p ,p ; ) E/3 p E  M in <=7  p' €  M -n (6 .1 .1)
Vi G T  j3 {'t) =  *p (i) (6 .1 .2)
/3 (0 = » ? W  (6-1-3)
In  [20] a p roof is given th a t elem entary  net m orphism s defined in th is way preserve 
behaviour.
6.2 The Functor from  E N  to LS
In  th is section, a functor betw een th e categories of elem entary nets and language sys­
tem s will be constructed . As th e first step , a vector language sem antics for elem entary
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nets is defined.
Definition 6.2.1 Given a net EN  =  (P,T,F,M in) define EL0bj(EN) — (I ,A ,a ,L ) 
where
I  = P  
A = T
6 (2) =  {a E A\ (a, i) E F or (i, a) 6 + }  =  *i U 2“
Li C 6 (i)*
Li is defined according to whether the place is marked or not, i.e. if i E Min.
If i E Min,
Li — <
4 {a| a E i*} 
A
if *i =  0 (source) 
if i* — 0 (sink)
4{a.a| a £ ®i and a E i*}* otherwise
If i Min,
Li — <
4 {o| a G *i} 
A
i/ i* =  0 (sink) 
if *i = 0 /source)
4{a.a| a £ ®i and a E i8}* otherwise
Example 6.2.1 To illustrate this construction, consider the elementary net in figure 
6.1, with initial marking given by •.
Here Z — {1,2,3,4}, A =  {a, 6, c} with 
alphabets 6(1) =  {a, b} 6(2) =  {a, c} 6(3) =  {a, 6} 6(4) =  {a, c}
string languages L\ =\.(ab)* L2 =f(ac)* L3 =f(ab)* L4 =4(ac)*
fa\fb \
Mi) =and event vectors a(i)
a 
a
V °  >
A 
b
V A /
c(i) =
(  A \
C
A
V c J
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giving the vector language
4. (a.b.c)* =
D efinition 6.2.1 establishes how our functor from  E N  to L S  would map o b jects  to 
o b jects . T h e next proposition proves th at an elem entary net m orphism  satisfies the 
requirem ents o f a language system  m orphism , hence establish ing  how the functor m aps 
m orphism s to m orphism s.
P r o p o s i t io n  6 . 2 . 1  Given an elem entary net morphism (ft, r}) : (P , T , F, M %n ) - *  ( P 7, T 7, F ', M'in) 
then (fi,q )  : ( I ,  A, a ,L )  —y ( I 1, A ' , a ' , L') is an LS homomorphism.
P r o o f
We show th a t an elem entary net m orphism  satisfies th e conditions (3 .2 .1) and (3 .2 .2) 
of an L S hom om orphism .
W riting fi and 77 in term s o f the sets I  and A  gives a  p artia l function fi~ x : I ' —^  I  and 
a function q : A  -A A! such th a t
V ft,/) e  fi i £  Min i' £ M'in
Va £  A  fi{*a) =  ’ ??(a)
fi(a*) =  77(a)’
(6 .2 .4)
(6.2.5)
(6.2.6)
(6 .2 .5) may be w ritten  as
{fi{i)\ f t ,a )  £ F }  ~  { / [  ( / 5 77(a )) £  F 1}  whenever f t , / )  £ fi or i — fi 1( / )
from  which we have
( f i - l ( i ') ,a )  £ F  ft7, 77(a )) e F '
similarly, (6.2.6) gives
(a ,f i~ l {i')) £ F  < = *  (77(a ),/)  £ F '
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hence
(i',7(a)) 6 ^  or (17(a),i') S F'«=+ (/J_ 1(i'),a) € F or (a,^- 1(t')) S
giving
d ; (Q  =  P (d(/3_1 ( / ) ) )  using (6 .2 .4)
So for any i £  /  whenever
i' E /3(i) (i.e. i =  j3~l (i1))  then  a , («/) =  p (d (i))
so
a'G0(O) 3  frM ))
which is (3 .2 .1) expressed in term s o f (3 and p, so an elem entary net m orphism  has the 
first property of a L S hom om orphism .
For property (3 .2 .2 ), only th e case where i G M in will be considered (case for i £  M in 
can be proved sim ilarly). R eca ll th a t for i G iVpn :
{a| (i , a) G F }*  if  *7 =  0 (source)
Li =  < A if  i* =  0 (sink)
} {a .a |  (a ,i)  G P  and (« ,a ) G P } *  otherw ise
I f  i G M in then from  (6 .2 .4 ) if G M jn whenever ( i , i ; ) G /?. So we have
( a 7| f y ja ')  G P ' } *  if  V  =  0 (source)
L\ =  < A if  i'* =  0 (sink)
{ { a ' .a 'I  (a!,i') G P '  and f y ja ')  G P '} *  otherw ise
It  will be shown th a t for any i =  /3_1(£), pL* C L( in each o f the three cases th a t define 
Li. F irs t note th at (6 .2 .5) and (6 .2 .6 ) m ay be w ritten  as, respectively,
13 ( j )  G *a  for each j  G *p(a) 
1 (y) G a* for each j  G p (a)*
Case 1: *i =  0
In  this case we have, from  the definition of th a t
(6 .2 .7)
(6.2.8)
Va G A, i £ a* =>- fi 1(il)  ^a* since i — [3 1(ir) (6.2.9)
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so, by (6.2.7),
i' </: 77(a)* f a  £ A (6.2.10)
Assume, for a contradiction, that V  0 so 3 a' £ A' such that i' £ a7*. But a' =  77(a),
some a £ A contradicting (6.2.10), hence V  =  0.
Since *2 =  0 and V  =  0, =  {a| (2, a) £ Z }*  and L1 =  {a7| (20 a') £ Z 7}* so it is
sufficient to show that 77(a) (2, a) £ Z }  C {a7| (i7,a 7) £ Z 7}.
(2, a) £ Z  2 £  *a
Hence { 77(a)! (2, a) £ Z }  =  77(a) (2, a) £  Z }  C {a'| (i7,a 7) £ F 1}
Case 2: i* —  0
In the case i m — 0, it can be proved using a similar argument to that in case 1 that 
i7* =  0. Hence £  =  A and LI, —  A and clearly r\Li C L\,.
Case 3: *2 ^ 0  and 2* 7^  0.
For this case it must be shown that
77{a.a| (a ,2) £ Z  and (2, a) £ Z }  C { 77(a).77(a)| (a, 2) £ Z  and (2, a) £ Z }
Now
(3 1 (%) £ 'a
=> - i 1 £  *77(0 ) by (6.2.7) 
= +  (i7, 77(a)) £ F '
(d, 2) £ Z  ==+ 2 £ a
= +  (3 1(i/) £ a*
= +  i7 £ 77(a)* by (6 .2 .8)
(77(d), 2/) £ Z /
Similarly,
(2, a) £ Z  = 7 - (i7, 77(a)) £ Z 7
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Hence
{q(a).q(a)\  (a ft)  G F  and f t ,a )  G F }  =  q{a.a\ (a f t ) G F  and f t ,a )  G F }
C { 77(a ) .77(a)| (a ft )  G F  and f t ,a )  G F }
Together these three cases give the resu lt th a t
for f t , / )  G fi i.e. i -  j0_ 1 ( / ) ,  g fy  C L[, 
w hich is (3 .2 .2) expressed in term s o f fi and 77.
□
D e f in i t io n  6 .2 .2  The fun ctor E L  : E N  —» L S  consists o f  two functions, E L obj  (given
in definition 6.2.1) which maps nets to vector languages and E L mor which maps net
morphisms to language morphisms where
E L mor (fi,i7) =  [fi,q ]
From  th e definition o f E L , it is clear th a t it satisfies the requirem ents o f a  functor (see 
definition 3 .1 .3).
6.3 The Functor from  LS to E N
In  th is section a functor from  language system s to elem entary nets will constructed . 
F irs t the way in w hich such a fu nctor tran slates o b jects  will b e  considered. In itia lly  
the obvious approach is used, w hich is to take any LS — (I , A , L, a ) and create a net 
E N  — (P ,T ,F ,M in ), w here P  — I , T  — A  and F  is determ ined by th e a lp habets and 
string  languages o f L S  using definition 6 .2 . 1 . T h e  following exam ple dem onstrates this 
in itia l approach.
E x a m p le  6 .3 .1  The following language system  
I  -  { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  5 }  A  =  { x ,y ,a ,b , c }
a(l) =  {x ,7y} a(2) — {x ,y ,a }  a(3) =  {y,b} a(4) =  {a,b,c} a(5) =  {c}
L i =  {A,  x, y }  L 2 = 4  {x a ,  ya }*  L 3 = 4  [yb)* L i  = 4  {a c , be}* L 5 -  {A , c }
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has possible C:
(  X \  ^ y ^ f y 1
xa ya y
A U y u yb
ac ac be
{  c J V c / \ c J
A n elem entary net fo r  this language system  (determined using definition 6.2.1) is:
N otice that when y fires it enables a and b. Assum e that a then fires first, followed 
by c. Transition b is still enabled and can fire. H owever the structure o f the vector 
languages C o f  the language system  do not allow actions a and b to occur in this way, 
since ab $  L4 .
T h e  last exam ple shows th a t definition 6 .2 .1  can not in general be used to  construct 
an elem entary net from  any language system . Hence an a lternative approach to  con­
stru cting  o b jects  is needed.
A state machine net is a  net in  w hich every tran sition  has exactly  one pre-place and 
exactly  one post-p lace. T h e  net in the exam ple 6.3.1 is not a s ta te  m achine net as 
tran sition  y  as two post-p laces. R eca ll th a t the firing of tran sitio n  y  introduced the 
concurrency th a t was not p erm itted  by the vector language o f the language system  
from  w hich the net was derived. A language system  which ensures th a t definition 6.2.1 
will result in a  s ta te  m achine net is now presented.
D e f in i t io n  6 .3 .1  Let L be a string language o f  LS  =  (I,A ,a ,L ) and define =  by 
x  ~  y  <7= 7- V u £  A* : (xu  £  L yu  £  L)
Note that = is an equivalence relation.
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T h is equivalence re lation  will now be used to  define a reduced string  language.
D e f in i t io n  6 .3 .2  The string language L is reduced if
x .a , y.a  E L = 4 *  x  =  y  fo r  a G A  and x ,y  G L
An exam ple o f a  string  language w hich is not reduced is L — {x a ,y a ,y b } .  We see th at 
xa, ya  G L  bu t x  ^  y  because yb G L bu t xb £  L. H ence L  is not reduced.
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .3 .1  The string languages derived from  state machine nets using defi­
nition 6 .2 . 1  will be reduced.
P r o o f
Suppose x .a , y.a  are in th e string  language derived from  a  s ta te  m achine net using 
definition 6 .2 .1 , then  x  and y  must b o th  lead to a m arking from  which a can fire. T h is  
m ust b e  a m arking which m arks only th e single input place o f a , p. So Mo [x)p, M o[y)p 
and
xu  G L p[u)
<=> yu  G L x =  y
a
C o r o l la r y  6 .3 .1  The string languages derived from  an elementary nets using defini­
tion 6 .2 . 1  will be reduced.
P r o o f  As for p roposition  6.3 .1  except th a t there may be m ore than  one input place of
a.
□
As the first step in constru cting  the net from  a language system  we define a sta te  
m achine net for each reduced string  language U  for the language system .
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Definition 6.3.3 For Li reduced, define the tuple NBi =  Fb., MBi) as fol­
lows:
Pu = {[a] \ x £ Li} uses equivalence 1'elation definition 6.3.1
TU = {a £ A j 3 x £ Li : [}aa > 0} where (jaa is the number of a ’s
[x] FLi a <£=>• xa £ Li
a h} 3 x £ Li : x.a £ [g]
MLi — {[A]}
Proposition 6.3.2 NBi is a net, providing Li ^  0, L; 4  {A}
Proof Since A G Li, PBi U Tl, • We make an assumption that no a G A is a set, so 
PLinT Li =  (D.
If [x] G Pl{, then if x ^  A, x — y.a so a f y  [a-]. If x — A then as L; 4  {A}, a G Li, 
some a £ A and [A] FBi a. Hence PBi C domain (FlQ U range (Fl,)
If a £ Tl{, then x.a £ Li, some x, so [a] F/,. a and a G range (FlJ. It has been shown 
that PBi U 2ft C domain (F lJ U range (F/,.).
□
Definition 6.3.4 A language system LS = (J, A, a, L) is reduced if each of the Li is 
reduced.
An example of the nets representing each string language of a reduced language system 
will now be given.
Example 6.3.2 For the language L\ =4 [ab,ac)*, the equivalence classes are [a], 
[a6] =  [ac] and the state machine net, IVfy :
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-hT*) [a6] =  [A]
For the language L2 =4 (be)*, the equivalence classes are [6] and [be] and the state 
machine net, Ni 2:
M  = [A]
T h e  nets for each reduced strin g  language are com posed to  form  th e net for the language 
system , according to  th e  following definition.
Definition 6.3.5 For eachi E I of a language system LS, let — (Pl^Tl  ^Fl{ , M lJ  
be the state machine net of definition 6.3.3. Define the tuple N is =  (PlSiTlSi Fls,M ls) 
as follows:
Pls 
Tls 
(Pi *) Pls t 
t Fls (p, i) 
M is
C(PLi X {i})
CTLi
pF u *
t F L ip
{([A],2)|2 £ / }
Proposition 6.3.3 Nis is a net, providing L7 0, Li {A}, at least one i.
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P roof
B y  proposition 6 .3 .2 , Pl fl T l  — 0, each i E I , so Pls H Tls =  0-
I f  (p fi) E P ls ,  then ifp  /=■ A th ere ex ists t E T ls  such th at t F l { p, proposition 6 .3 .2 , and 
tF L iP  F ls  (p fi), definition 6 .3 .5 . I f  p  =  A then as U  ^  { A } ,  some i, there exists 
a E L  such th at [A] a, proposition  6 .3 .2 , and [A] a = >  (p , z ) + £ s t , definition 
6.3.5. Hence P ls  T  dom ain (F l )  U range (F l )
I f  a E Tls, then  [a;] Fl a, prop osition  6 .3 .2 , and [re] Fl a = 4 -  (p, i) Fls a, definition 6 .3 .5 , 
and a E range (Fls)- It  has been  shown th a t PlsCTls Q dom ain (Ify s)U ran g e  (Fls)-
□
T h e  com position of the s ta te  m achine nets in  exam ple 6.3 .2  gives Nls'-
a
N otice th a t after the firing sequence a b a , places [a] and [6] are m arked. Hence there 
is a contact at b and it can n ot fire b u t c can fire, which is entirely  consistent w ith the 
vector language of the system  th e  net represents.
W e now define how a fu n ctor from  th e category o f reduced language system s, denoted 
RLS, to  the category of elem entary  nets m aps o b jects  to o b jec ts . T h e  o b jects  of RLS
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are reduced language system s, definition 6 .3 .1 , and m orphism s are L S  hom om orphism s, 
definition 3.2.4. Hence R L S  is a  full su bcategory  o f L S  and as such th ere is an inclusion 
functor, denoted i, from  R L S  to  L S  such th a t for R L S  an o b je c t o f R L S  and 0  a 
m orphism  in R L S ,  i(R L S ) — R L S  and i(0 )  = 0 .
D e f in i t io n  6 .3 .6  Given a reduced language system  L S  =  (I , A , a , L ) we define 
L E obj (L S ) =  {P l s ,T l s > El s , M ^ s ), to be the elementary net given in definition 6.3.5.
T u rning to how the functor L E  tran sla tes m orphism s, it is required th a t the m orphism s 
in  L S  satisfy  the definition o f m orphism  in E N , definition 6.1.4. T h e  fact th a t L S  homo­
m orphism s (0 ) preserve structure w hereas E N  m orphism s preserve behaviour suggest 
th a t some restrictions on 0  will b e  needed for th is to b e  achieved. To te st th is, we 
re tu rn  to the two language system s introduced in exam ple 4 .2 .2 . T h is  exam ple showed 
th a t it was possible to define a L S  hom om orphism  between the language system s LS  
and LS', bu t it did not preserve behaviour. In  the following exam ple, the nets for the 
language system s given in exam ple 4 .2 .2  are constructed  using L E obj,  definition 6.3.6. 
W e then  a ttem p t to  define a net m orphism  betw een these two nets.
E x a m p le  6 .3 .3  The string languages fo r  L S  are =  a* and L i2 =  b*. This is a 
reduced language system. The net L E obj (L S ) =  N ls is:
w q g C  y j a(tA]-i2
The string languages fo r  LS' are L )x =  p* and L '2 =  q* U q*p. Again, this is a reduced 
language system. The net L E obj  (L S ') =  N l s 1 is:
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We now attempt to define a net morphism ((3,rj), definition 6.1.4, between Nls and 
Nls1 ■
If rj(a) = p, then by condition 6.1.2 we require that /3(a*) =  p*, which is satisfied if 
([A],ii) /3 ([A], ji) and ([A],ii) f3 (\p],j2). However, ([A],ii) @ ([p], j2) violates condition 
6.1.1 as place ([p], J2) is not in the initial marking. Similarly, condition 6.1.1 is also 
violated if p(6) =  p.
We therefore consider r)(a) =  p(6) =  q. The conditions /3(*a) =  *q and /?(*&) =  *g 
require, respectively, ([A], fy) (3 ([A], j 2) and ([A],is) (3 ([A], j2). These requirements are 
not met by a net morphism since j3~l is defined as a partial function Pls1 Pls-
The last example shows that given an LS homomorphism p from LS to LS' it is not 
always possible to define (/3,p) a net morphism from LE0bj{LS) to LE0bj(LSf). So in 
order to define LEmor, which maps morphisms in RLS to morphisms in EN, we need 
some restrictions on LS homomorphisms p. In order to identify these conditions the 
case of the state machine nets, Nl{ definition 6.3.3, will be considered.
Lemma 6.3.1 For LS =  (/, A,L, a) and LS' =  (I1, A1, L1 , ct:') reduced language sys­
tems let 0 : (/, A, L, a) ~¥ (I', A I /, a') be a LS homomorphism, such that for x ,y  € A* 
and a, b E A:
1. 0a : A —y A1 preserves the equivalence relation in definition 6.3.1
i.e. x =  y <=> pA{x) =  pA(#)•
2. 0,4 : L -A L' onto and hence by (3.2.2), pA(Li) — pA(L'if) for ip ji'.
3. For each a G A, a G Li, some i. Similarly for each a' E A'.
4- Whenever f A(a) — pA{b) and xb G Li then xa G Li, for all i G I.
For NLi = and NL> =  {Pl' ,T l>,Fl>,,Mv  ) the state machiner v i i' v
nets (definition 6.3.3) for Li and L ',, where ip i i ' ,
let (fin® f A) ■ (PluTl^F l^M lQ -+ (Pl'.,,Tl>[,,FL' . ) be defined by
l r V I* 1
Pa : TLi -¥ TL>it 
[x] Pi i> [0Afy)j
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then (Pug Pa) satisfies definition 6 .1 . 4  o f an elem entary net morphism.
P r o o f
B y  hypothesis 1, P : Pjj *— P / .  is a p artia l function .i1
It will now be shown th a t (Pug  Pa ) m eets the conditions th at an EN  m orphism  m ust 
satisfy.
[a;] G M i i <=$■ x  =  A
+=+* Pa (x ) =  Pa  (A) =  A
^  m l [i
It  has been shown th a t for [x]Pai [0 a  0*0] > fy] G if  and only if  [Pa (x )] G M L[; , 
hence (6 .1 .1) is satisfied.
For any a E A, [y] E P a 'i 'a )  i f  and only if  th ere exists [a;] E *a such th a t [y] =  [P a (x)]. 
Now
[m] E *a = >  xa  E £  and [y] =  [0 a fy )l = »  V =  P a (x )
from  w hich it follows th a t P a (x )P a (o )  G LI,, hence yp A (a )  G L# by definition 6 .3 .2 . 
So [y] E *0A fy ).
Let [y] E *Pa (°>) then  y p A ( a )  E L B y  hypothesis 3, we have ua E . L 7 =>■  
P a (u )P a (o )  G L'it, so Pa(u)  =  y, by definition 6.3 .2  and [ 0 a (u)] =  [yj. Hence there 
exits u E ma such th a t [y] =  [0a(« )I»  so [y] E P a >( ’ a).
It  has been  shown th a t [y] E Pa>(ma) = +  [y] E *0A (a ) and [y] E * 0 a ( « ) = * ■  [y] G 
P a fi’ a), hence (6 .1 .2) is satisfied.
For any a E. A , [y] E P a '(a ’ ) if  and only if  there exists [a;] E a * such th at [y] =  [Pa(x)]. 
W ithou t loss of generality, we have (x  —)ua E Li such th a t y =  P a (£ )P a (o )  G L\, =A> 
[y] G 0  a  (a )* .
I f  [y] G 0 ( a ) * ,  then  y =  w p(a) E L 7,. W e have vb E Li such th a t 0fy6) =  w p (a )  by 
hypothesis 2. Hence y =  0(i>6) w ith  vb E Li and 0(6 ) =  p(a). B u t if  vb E Li and 
0 (6 ) =  0 (a ) ,  then  va E Li by hypothesis 4. Hence y =  p(va) from  which we have 
[y] G Pi i1 ( a * ).
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It has been shown that [y] G Pn>(am) = >  [g] G 0a (a)* and [g] G 0a (a)* = 7  [y] € 
fin'(a*), hence (6.1.3) is satisfied.
□
In the next proposition, it is proved that the elementary net morphism {Png 0a) : 
{P luT lh F l^M l.) —y ( P u  ,£ l ' , M y  ) may be extended to an elementary neti> i> i> i>
morphism from LEobj(LS) = Nls to LEobj(LS') =  Nls1 •
Proposition 6.3.4 For LS =  (7, A, L,a) and LS1 =  (I1, A', L', a') reduced language 
systems let 0 : (I , A , L , a ) -¥ (J7, A', V,  a') be a LS homomorphism, satisfying the 
conditions given in lemma 6.3.1, then for i0i%', {P,0a ) * {Pl, , Tft, F/,, , Ml{) -+
(•f l , Tl >, , Fl'., , Ml / ) defined byr r t' r
0A = Tl /
V
N A / [ 0a(^)]
an elementary net morphism,-lemma 6.3.1
For the elementary nets Nls =  (Pls,Tls,Pls,NIls) and Nls1 — (Pls',Tls'i Els'> NIls>) 
the morphism {P,0a ) : (■Pls,'Tls,Fls,M ls) "+ {Pls1 ,Tls >, FLs’ , MLs>) consisting of 
a relation fi C P/,5 x Pls> such that fi : (UP;/ x {ft'}) (UP; x {ft}) defined by
(p,i) fi (p',i') 4 = 7  i 0t i' and p fiat p7
and the function
0a ' Tls -+ Tls'
is an elementary net morphism.
P roof
□
Follows from lemma 6.3.1 and the definition of Nls■
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Definition 6.3.7 The functor LE : RLS ft  EN consists of two functions, LE0bj 
(given in definition 6.3.6) which maps reduced language systems to elementary nets 
and LEmor which maps language morphisms to net morphisms where
LEmor ( 0 / , 0 a )  =  [ P i  P a )  
where (ft, Pa) are as defined in proposition 6.3-4-
The domain of this functor is the subcategory of LS in which the morphisms are LS 
homomorphisms satisfying the conditions 1,2 and 4 of lemma 6.3.1 and the objects are 
reduced language systems satisfying condition 3 of lemma 6.3.1.
6.4 A n  A djunction
We have proved the existence of functors in both directions between the categories 
which are the subject of this chapter. If it can be shown that these functors satisfy 
certain properties then we‘ will have an adjunction between the two categories. An 
adjunction is an important categorical tool for comparing models of concurrency and 
we begin this section with its definition.
Definition 6.4.1 An adjunction between two categories A  and B is the triple (L , R , k) 
where L is a functor from A  to B, R is a functor from B to A  and for every object 
a in A, there is a morphism k : a f t  R o L(a) such that for each object b of B and 
each morphism f  : a f t  R(b) there is a unique morphism g : L(a) ft  b such that the 
following diagram commutes:
■RoL(a) L(a)
R(g)
1 1
1
<  t
t
1
T
m b
The functor L is called the left adjoint and the functor R the right adjoint. The mor­
phisms k are the units of the adjunction.
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If all units of an adjunction are isomorphisms then the adjunction is called a coreflec­
tion.
In an alternative definition, an adjunction is (L , R , j ) where for every object b o /B  7 
is a morphism from L o R(b) to b such that for each object a of A  and each morphism 
g : L(a) -»  b there is a unique morphism f  : a —¥ R(b) such that the following diagram 
commutes:
L{a)
!/1I
t
R(b)
L(f)
- 7  LoR(b)
The morphisms 7  are the co-units of the adjunction. If all co-units of an adjunction 
are isomorphisms then the adjunction is called a reflection.
T h ese definitions o f ad ju n ctio n  are equivalent [2 , proposition 9.2.2]. Here we shall use 
the definition o f an ad ju n ction  w hich consists o f the functors EL, LE and a co-unit 7 . 
T h e  com m utivity diagram  for th is definition o f ad ju nction  is repeated  here, annotated  
for the categories L S  (on th e left side of the.d iagram ) and E N .
Is
! 0
i
EL(en)
LE(ls)
OS, q) LE(4>)
en- •7 —  LE o EL(en)
In  th is diagram  Is is any o b je c t in the category L S  and en is any o b je c t in the category 
E N . To prove th a t LE and EL form  an ad ju nction  it m ust b e  proved th e co-unit 7  
exists and is a net m orphism . I t  m ust further be shown th a t for (j3, rf) a net m orphism  
from  LE(ls) to  en , th ere ex ists  a unique language system  m orphism  0  from  Is to EL(en) 
such th a t th e above d iagram  com m utes, i.e. 7  o LE(p) =  (P,rj).
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T h e  first step in  exam ining w hether th e  functors described in th is chap ter form  p art of 
an ad ju nction  is to consider L E o E L  (en i)  where en 4 is some elem entary net. We take 
en i  to  b e  the net drawn in figure 6.5.
V 3 b
F igu re 6.5 : T h e  elem entary net en i 
T h e n  E L(en\)  is a  reduced language system  w ith  string  languages:
L i -  {A , x, y}  L 2 =| {za, ya}* L 3 = 4  (yb)* 4  =  {A , a, b}
T h e  equivalences classes o f these, strin g  languages are:
4
4
La
L 4
[A] and [x] — [y]
[A] =  [;xa] =  [ya] and [m] 
[A] =  [yb] and [y]
[A] and [a] =  [6]
= {y]
To con stru ct the elem entary net o f th is language system , i.e. L E  (E L (en \ )), we first 
define a sta te  m achine net for each strin g  language, which are as follows (the first net 
corresponds to  L j ,  th e  second to  L 2 , e tc):
[A]
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y a
T h e  elem entary net representing LEoEL(eni) is the com position of these sta te  m achine 
nets (definition 6 .3 .3 ):
F igure 6.6: T h e  elem entary net L E o E L {e n { )  where en i is the elem entary net in figure 
6.5
T h e  place com plem entation o f the n et in  exam ple 6.3.1 is given in figure 6.7.
I f  the net in  figure 6.6 is com pared to  th e net in  figure 6.7 we see th a t they  have 
sam e in itia l m arking and the sam e'firin g  rule w hich indicates th a t they  have th e sam e 
behaviour. Furtherm ore, th e  stru ctu re  o f the two nets is identical. T h is  exam ple 
suggests .that for any net en , L E  o E L (en ) is its  place com plejnented version.
Proposition 6.4.1 The place complementation of any elementary net E N  has the 
same behaviour as and is structurally identical to the elementary net L E  o E L (E N ).
P roof Given an elem entary net E N  =  (P , T , P , M m ), we define the language system  
L S  =  ( I ,  A ,a ,L ) ,  where L S  =  E L obj { E N ), definition 6.2.1.
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F igure 6.7: T h e  p lace com plem entation o f the net en i
B ach  Li will be reduced, p roposition  6 .3 .1 , so L S  is a reduced language system .
W e define an elem entary net N ys  =  (P ^ s , T^s F^s M p s ) ’ w i^ere ^ l s  ~  L E 0bj(LS) =
L E 0bj o E L 0b j(E N ), definition 6 .3 .5 . T h e  net N L~S is com posed o f sta te  m achine nets
INfy., definition 6 .3 .3 , one for each Li in  the language system  LS . T h e  places P^, o f 
IVjy are defined as {[w] j x E Li}. R eca ll th a t Li is defined according to w hether i is in 
the in itia l m arking o f E N . W e now define th e s ta te  m achine net Afy first for i in the 
in itia l m arking and then  for i not in  the in itia l m arking.
C ase 1: i E M in, where M jra is th e in itia l m arking of E N .
I f  z* — 0 then Li — {A }  and hence Afy is not a net.
p  =  f {[A], [a] | a E i’ } if  *i =  0
(  {[a ], [a a] =  [A] | a E *i and a E i * }  if  i* % 0 and 7  ^ 0
— (a, a | a E *i or a Ei*}
Fl, =  1A1 FLiau a Fl< (“ 1 u [«] FLi “  u “  [A]
M Li =  {[A ]}
I f  we replace [A] w ith i (to  preserve the in itia l m arking) and [a] as the com plem ent o f 
i then  the .net Afy is th e p lace com plem entation  of i.
Case 2: i $ Min, where M{n is the initial marking of EN
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I f  * 2  =  0 then L{ =  {A }  and hence JV0 ls n° t  a  neh
p  = |  {[A], [a] | a e ’ t }  i f  2 * =  0
[  {[a ], [aa] =  [A] | a  G * 2  and a  G 2 * }  if  2 * 0 and * 2  7  ^ 0
2 0  =  {a ,  a | a  G * 2  or a G 2 * }
P? and M ? are as defined in  case 1.Lt\ lui
I f  we replace [a] w ith 2 (to preserve the in itia l m arking) and [A] as the com plem ent o f 
2 then  th e net N f.  is the p lace com plem entation  of i.
T h e  nets N p , are com posed into the N ps  in such a  way th a t N ps =  L E 0bj o E L 0b j{E N ) , 
w ith  th e replacem ents sta ted  above, is the p lace com plem ented version of the net E N .
□
We now define the co-unit 7 .
D e f in i t io n  6 .4 .2  For  en an elem entary net with places I  and transitions T  and L E  o 
E L (e n) an elem entary net with places U (P j^  x  { i } )  cmd transitions T , the co-unit 
7  : L E  o E L (e n ) f t  en is com prises as function  7 ^  : T  f t  T  and a relation  7 / on 
U (PLi x  { 2 } )  x  I  such that
7 r ( t )  =  t
([A], 2 ) 7 /  i f o r i  in the initial marking o f  en
([a;], 2 ) 7 /  2 fo r  i not in the initial marking o f en and where x  G * 2
I f  we consider 7  m apping a p lace com plem ented net to the net from  w hich it was derived, 
then  to  put it simply, 7  ignores the places th a t have been added as a result o f place 
com plem entation. U sing the n o tatio n  in the definition 6 .1 .3  o f a  place com plem ented 
net, 7 /  is the identity  fu n ction  on the set of places P i ,  th e  dom ain o f 7 /  being P 2 
restricted  to P i .
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Proposition 6.4.2 The co-unit 7 satisfies the definition of an elementary net mor­
phism, definition 6.1.4-
P roof
W e show th a t 7  satisfies the conditions o f a  net m orphism , (6.-1.1), (6 .1 .2) and (6 .1 .3 ). 
B y  definition, 7 / 1 is a  p artia l function.
T h e  in itia l m arking o f the net LE o EL(en) is {([A ]ft)  | i £ 1} hence 7 /  satisfies 
condition (6 . 1 .1 ).
L et i £  *7 r f t ) -  T h e n  7 r f t )  =  t £ i*. I f  i is in  the in itia l m arking o f en, then ([A ]ft) 7 /  i, 
otherw ise ( f t ] f t ) 7 / i  where x  £  *i. W e show th a t ([A ]ft) £ *t and ((ft]ft) e
L et F  be th e flow re lation  of the net LE o EL(en),  derived from  the flow relation  given 
in th e proof of proposition  6 .4 .1 . For i in the in itia l m arking o f en we have ([A], i) F a 
for som e a £ i* . H ence ([A ]ft) F t since t £  i *. For i not in  th e in itia l m arking .of en we 
have ( f t ] f t )  F a  for som e a £ i*. H ence ( f t ] f t )  F t  since t £ i *. I t  has been  shown th a t 
([A ]ft) £ *t and (ft]ft) £  *t, hence 7 /(*£)  =  * 7 ft) and condition  6.1 .2  is satisfied.
L et i £  7 + f t ) * .  T h en  7 r f t )  =  t £ *i. For i in the in itia l m arking o f en we have 
a P ( [ A ] f t )  for som e a  £ *i. .H ence i P ( [ A ] f t )  since t £ *i. For i not in the in itia l 
m arking of en we have aF  (ft]ft) for som e a £ *i. H ence t F  (ft]ft) since t £ mi. I t  has 
been shown th a t ([A ]ft) E i*  and ( f t ] f t )  £ t*, hence 7 / ft*) =  7 ft)*  and condition 6.1.3 
is satisfied.
□
Having defined the co-unit 7  and proved th a t it is a net m orphism , we proceed w ith the 
other requirem ents needed to prove th e  existence o f an  ad ju n ction , w hich are: for (/?, 77) 
a net m orphism  from  LE(ls ) to en , th ere exists a unique language system  m orphism  0  
from  Is to EL{en) such th a t 7  o LE{0)  =
T h ese requirem ents will b e  illu stra ted  using exam ples. L et the language system  Is have: 
I  =  { 1 , 2 , 3 } ,  A =  { a , 6 }  and L\ =  {A ,a }  L 2 =  {A .,a ,b } L 3 =  {A ,b }
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Figu re 6.8: T h e  net L E (ls )
E ach  of the string  languages o f Is is reduced. T h e n  L E (ls )  is given in figure 6.8.
W e further take th e following as the net en.
'©  HZ3  *O n
F igu re 6.9: T h e  net en
We define a  net m orphism  (fiprj), from  L S (ls ) to en as follows:
7](a) =  r]{b) =  c and ([A], 2) ft I  ([a], 2) p H
T h e  language system  E L (en )  has string  languages L i — {A , c }  and L / /  =  {A , c } .
W e can define a LS hom om orphism  p  : Is -ft E L (en )' as follows:
Pa {o)  =  0 / 1  (6) =  c w ith  0 /  a n y  relation  on {1 , 2 , 3 }  x  {7 , 7 7 }
N ote th a t p  and Is satisfy  the conditions on lem m a 6.3.1.
T h ere  are m any different possib ilities for p  bu t we require a  unique p  such th at
7  o L E (p ) — [Ptfi) (6 .4 .11)
W e first consider equality  for tran sition s and secondly for places.
T h e  co-unit 7 t  is the identity  on tran sition s, so (6 .4 .11) requires 0 a  : {a ,  6 }  f t  { c }  to 
be the sam e function  as rj : {a, b} f t  { c } .  T h is  is the case in th e above exam ple.
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Consider how each side o f th is equality  (6 .4 .11 ) acts on the places o f L E {ls ) (see figure 
6 .8 ). R eca ll th a t ([A],2)/3 7 and ([a], 2) f i I I ,  no other places o f L E (ls ) are in the 
re lation  fi, where fi is the m orphism  from  L E {ls )  to  en. Now given the definition o f 7 / 
we require the fi com ponent o f the m orphism  LE{(jf) to b e  defined as follows:
([A ],2)/3([A ],JT ) and ([a], 2 ) ([c], (6 .4 .12)
T h e  following table is given in sum m ary.
LE(<p) 7
«A],1) —s- - — -
([A], 2) ( [^ (A )] ,/)= ([A ],7 ) I
([A], 3) —y - —► -
((«],!) -¥ - —y -
(Hi 2) —y «0A(a)], 77) =  ([<:], 77) -A- I I
(W. 3) -y - —y -
W e now retu rn  to  the definition of 0 . T h e  fi com ponent o f LE(<j>) is defined as
(p,i) fi {p‘ , i‘ ) i 0 /  i' and p  fi{ y p'
H ence the only L S  hom om orphism  0  th a t results in (6 .4 .12) is one in which 2  0 / 7  and 
2 0 /  77.
A possible generalisation  o f the conclusions from  this exam ple is th a t for 
0  : Is -y  E L {en )  to  be unique it m ust b e  defined as follows:
0 A{o) =  b 4 = ^  77(a) =  6 and i 0 / /  (p , i ) f i i 1
T h e  n ext theorem  proves th a t if  0  is defined in th is way then  {L E , E L , 7 ) is an  ad junc­
tion.
Theorem 6.4.1 The functors L E  (definition 6.3.7) and E L  (definition 6.2.2), with 
the co-unit 7  (definition 6 -4 -2)  are an adjunction.
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Proof
Let Is — (I , A, L, a) be a reduced language system such that for each a £ A , a £ U, 
some i (condition 3, lemma 6.3.1).
Then LE(ls) is an elementary net with places LE(I)  and transitions LE(A) where
LE(I) =  {([»], i) \ x e U }
LE(A) =  A
Let en = (P, T, P, Mjn) be an elementary net. Further let (/3,p) : LE(ls) -»  en be an 
elementary net morphism, i.e. a relation
p C LE(I ) x P (6.4.13)
and a function
r) : A -* T (6.4.14)
satisfying conditions (6.1.1), (6.1.2) and (6.1.3).
By definition 6.2.1, EL(en) is the reduced language system (P,T,a, L). Then LE o 
EL(en) =  LE(P,T,a,L) is an elementary net with places LE(P)  and transitions 
LE(T)  where
LE(P)  =  {(M ,p) | y 6 Lp} where p E P
LE(T) — E T  | t E Lp} =  T
Let <f>: Is -¥ EL(en) be any LS homomorphism, i.e. any relation
0/ : I  + P (6.4.15)
and any function
0A : A -* T (6.4.16)
satisfying (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and the conditions of lemma 6.3.1.
Then LE(p) : LE(ls) -> LE o EL(en) is a elementary net morphism consisting- of a
relation (3 C LE(I ) x LE(P ) and the function 0a : A -+ T such that
(M ,i)/3([y],p) <=}► iprp and 0A(a?) =  p
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For ( L E ,  E L , 7 ) to be an adjunction we require a unique p  such that ' y o L E ( p )  =  (ft, 77). 
Since 7t  is the identity on T ,  (6.4.16) must be the same function as 77 to satisfy 
1 o L E ( P )  =  ( p , V ).
The co-unit 7 /  C L E ( P )  x P  is defined as ([y],+) 7 /  p for any ([y],p) E 7 / .  Let ([#], i )  ft p, 
where ft is the relation (6.4.13). Then 7  o L E ( p )  =  (/3,77) is satisfied if i p i p .  Hence 
(6.4.15) must be defined as i p i p  ([s ]u )P p > some x  G 4 ,  where P  is the relation 
in (6.4.13).
It has been shown that (6.4.16) and (6.4.15) must be uniquely defined to satisfy 7  o 
L E ( p )  =  (P ,r j) ,  hence ( L E , E L , 7 ) is an adjunction.
□
The co-units 7  of this adjunction are not isomorphisms as it is not always possible to 
define a net morphism (P ,r j)  : en  -> L E  o E L ( e n )  where en is any net in E N , as the 
following counterexample shows. Consider our example nets in figures 6.5 and 6.6. A  
net morphism from the net in figure 6.5 to the net in figure 6.6 must satisfy definition
6.1.4, in particular for every transition t  we require P ( 9t) =  mrj(t). As the transitions of 
a net are invariant under L E  o E L  we take 77 to be the identity function. Hence
•77(a) =  {([a]> 20), ([A], 4)} and 4  =  2
*7?(6) =  {([y], 3), ([A], 4)} and 4  =  3
We require /3 ( 4 ) =  " 77(a) which is satisfied if 2 P ([x ],2 ) and 2/3([A],4).' Considering 
transition b we require 3/3([y ], 3) and 3/3([A], 4). However, for P  to be a net morphism 
we require /3-1  to be a partial function which is contradicted by /3- 1([A, 4]) =  2 and 
/3“ 1([A, 4]) =  3.
The co-units 7  of this adjunction are not isomorphisms so the adjunction is not a 
reflection. The co-units are net morphisms from a place complemented net to the 
original net. However, it has been demonstrated that it is not in general possible 
to define a morphism from a net to the place complementation of that net due to the 
extra places that are introduced. In [21] a coreflection between asynchronous transition
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system s and nets is presented. T h is  coreflection is used to  transfer a general concept of 
bisim ulation to  P e tr i nets. T h e  unit and co-unit o f the ad ju nction  in itia lly  presented 
in [21] were not isom orphism s (due to the ex tra  places introduced) and ex tra  stru ctu re 
had to be added to  the category o f asynchronous tran sitio n  system s in order to obtain  
the coreflection.
A djunctions have been used to  classify  concurrency m odels, [24]. One o f th e param eters 
used is behaviour or system  m odel. A  language system  is an exam ple of the first 
category and an elem entary net an exam ple o f the second, neither of these m odels is 
featured  in [24].
A n im portant result in  category theory  is th a t left ad joints preserve colim its and right 
ad jo in ts preserve lim its. Investigating  the significance o f th is for the ad ju nction  pre­
sented here is a possible avenue for future work, and is discussed in th e next chapter.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
T h is  thesis presents a concurrency m odel called a language system  and explores its 
relationships w ith its sym m etry-reduced stru ctu re  and elem entary nets. B o th  are in­
vestigated in a  categorical fram ew ork. C ategory theory has previously been used to 
determ ine relationships betw een different concurrency m odels [20] [24] bu t to  the au­
th o r’s knowledge quotient stru ctu res have not previously been presented in  the context 
o f category theory. T h is  is supported by the review of the literatu re on sym m etries of 
concurrent system s w hich is contained in  th is thesis.
A new category o f language system s L S  has been  presented. T h e  m orphism s th a t define 
this category are stru ctu re preserving. P erm u tations o f language system s w hich define 
the notion of sym m etry for the language system  m odel were studied. A sym m etry of 
a language system  is determ ined by its string  languages which differs from  the sta te  
space sym m etries discussed in  chap ter 2. A sym m etry-reduction, or quotient structu re, 
of a language system  was th en  defined w ithin  a categorical fram ew ork. A proof that 
a language system  and its quotient are b o th  in the sam e category indicates th a t the 
quotient has com parable stru ctu re.
T h e  use o f sym m etries to  relieve th e s ta te  explosion problem  relies on the system  and its 
quotient having sim ilar behaviour. T h is  im portant question of behaviour preservation 
was generalised to  language system  hom om orphism s. A category o f vector languages 
in which behaviour is preserved was defined. To address the question o f behaviour
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preservation we tlien  attem p ted  to define a functor from  the category LS, or one of 
its wide sub categories, to the category of vector languages. C ounter-exam ples o f LS 
hom om orphism s p  betw een language system s, w ith the functions th a t p com prises b e­
ing progressive m ore stric tly  defined, were presented which suggested th a t in general 
behaviour was not preserved. T h is  is not unexpected  since the language system  m or­
phism s were not defined to  b e  behaviour preserving. T h e  net m orphism s considered 
la ter in th is thesis were m ore str ic tly  defined so as to ensure behaviour preservation. 
T h e  autom orphism s on K ripke stru ctu res used exploit sym m etry in m odel checking 
preserve the stru ctu re  o f the s ta te  space and hence preserve th e behaviour of the un­
derlying m odel.
T h e  second approach to  addressing the question o f behaviour preservation identified 
a condition th a t would ensure behaviour preservation. T h e  properties of an LS ho­
m om orphism  p  needed to m eet th a t condition were given. To extend these results to 
the p ro jectio n  m orphism s 7r which define the quotient system , a sp lit m orphism  was 
constructed . W hen the p ro jectio n  m orphism  was sp lit into two m orphism s, /j, and 77, 
b o th  o f which are sim pler than  7r, it was proved th a t 9  had the properties required to 
preserve behaviour. H ence th e problem  has been  reduced to  considering if  77, which is 
sim pler th an  7r, preserves behaviour. I f  it does, then  th e p ro jectio n  m orphism  (which 
is the com position of r\ and (X) preserves behaviour.
Tw o specific behaviours, or properties, nam ely absence o f deadlock and extensibility , 
were considered for the language system  m odel. T h e  conditions th a t p  m ust satisfy  
to ensure th a t these properties were preserved have been identified and observations 
regarding the behavioural conclusions th a t can be m ade abou t a  language system  and 
its quotient were given. M odel checking under sym m etries requires th a t the group of 
autom orphism s preserves the stru ctu re  o f the tem poral logic form ula th a t specifies the 
property of th e system  in addition to  preserving the stru ctu re o f the m odel. No such 
restriction  on the group o f sym m etries was applied using th e approach set out in th is 
thesis.
T h e  second m ain con tribu tion  o f th is thesis is to  establish  a categorical relationship 
betw een a category o f elem entary  net system s E N  and the category of language system s
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defined in th is thesis. T h e  m orphism s th a t define the category of elem entary nets used 
preserve behaviour. A vector language sem antics for elem entary nets was given and 
this was then extended to a functor from  EN to  LS. It  is found th a t a  functor may be 
defined from  a  subcategory  of LS to  EN. T h e  m orphism s in  th is su bcategory  are LS 
hom om orphism s w ith conditions added so th a t they satisfy  th e definition o f m orphism s 
in EN. Given th a t m orphism s in  EN preserve behaviour it would be interesting to 
consider if the m orphism s in th is su bcategory  o f LS preserve behaviour.
T h e  existence o f an ad ju n ction  com prising the functors betw een th e categories LS and 
EN was proved. As the co-units o f th is ad ju n ction  are not isom orphism s the ad junction  
is not a reflection. I t  m ay be possible to add ex tra  stru ctu re to  the category of language 
system s to o b tain  a reflection. T h is  kind o f ad ju nction  is useful because it im plies th at 
one category is em bedded in (is m ore a b stract) th an  the other.
B efore giving ideas for fu ture work, th e  m ain results o f th is thesis are given in sum m ary:
• A new category of language system s and several wide subcategories
• A study o f p erm utations on language system s and the definition o f a language 
system  sym m etry
• Id entification  of the conditions under w hich a language system  m orphism  pre­
serves behaviour
• T h e  application  o f behaviour preservation results to the qu otient m orphism  using 
a  split m orphism
• A vector language sem antics for elem entary nets
• D efinition of an ad ju n ctio n  betw een the categories o f nets and language system s
A djoints preserve lim its and colim its. T h ese preservation properties can be used to  show 
how a sem antics in one m odel tran slates to  a sem antics in the other. As m entioned in 
the in troduction , an exam ple of a  lim it is the categorical product betw een two o b jects  
in a  category and th is often  corresponds to the parallel com position of the system s 
th a t th e o b jects  represent. E xp lo itin g  these preservation p roperties to reason about 
the sem antics of the m odels is a  p o ten tia l area o f future work.
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T h is  thesis has focused on using the group of sym m etries to  form  th e  quotient structu re 
o f a system . T h is is ju s t  one property o f a group of sym m etries. A study of the 
stru ctu re of the group of sym m etries is an exam ple of another p o ten tia l area o f research 
interest. An investigation into the role o f the isotropy subgroups and invariant subsets 
determ ined by the group should be included in a  study o f the stru ctu re  of the group of 
sym m etries.
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